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each, §500,000. The total number of refiners
reservoir of oil, through which the gas is
is twentv-flvc. The detailed report of the coilmade to pass before combustion, lias been
dition of tlie wells shows that production is on
found grcally to increase the economy and ilthe increase. Holders are firm at fifty cents
luminating power of coal-gas.
WILLIAM F. PARKER,
per barrel at the wells, and don't seem to care
The various collateral and residuary proabout selling any great amount at that price.”
ducts of the distillation, which have generally
With increased facilities for getting it to the
been wasted heretofore, will all doubtless be
j
^
seaboard at a cheap rate for transportation,the
utilized as the progress in analytical and techManufacturer of
operations will doubtless become much mure
nical chemistry
throws more light upon
extended than at present.
their nature and relations.
Several of them
The exportation of crude and refined petroI
are already
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employed in Europe, if not in this
leum from the principal Atlantic cities to Eu- i
country, in the manufacture of some of the
SPRING-BEDS, MATTRESSES, PEW-CUSHrope. South America, and the West Indies, has
new and bcatiful dyes which practical science
IONS, fc., tfc.
already become considerable, the larger por- has recently introduced in the arts. Benzine,
148 Exchange Street, Portland.
tion being shipped to England. Much of it is
which it is the object of the rectifier to elimit3f™ Hair Mattresses renovated. Furniture resent to Europe in this c. .ide state, in which
nate. is used to some extent as a flavoring mapaired and varnished. Chairs re-caned in an imform it is said to be preferred for the sake of
terial. though some recent facts make it doubtproved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
the collateral products obtained in the
sold or exchanged.
ful if it is wholly innoxious to the health.
process
jul3bU*im
of refilling. It is probable,
The acids, caustic alkalies, and other materhowever, that the
ials used in the purification of the crude qualhighly inflammable character of the unrefined
Copartnership Notice.
! article, owing to the presence of certain gase- ities of petroleum, may all lie restored to use
have this day associated ourselves together
under the name and style of
exceedingly volatile compounds may or employed as fertilizers, and the dense pitchy
j ous or an
prove
objection to its shipment in that liquids obtained in the manufacture areavailaFROST
A
FBl’E,
i ble in the composition of water-proof cements,
J state.
and have taken
The quantity exported from the cities of roofing, varnish, and fuel. The absence of fatj^pre
Philadelphia, Xew York, Boston, Baltimore, ty acids may possibly prevent the saponiflcaNo. lOO Commercial Street,
and San Francisco, from the 1st of
January to j tion of these oils with alkalies lor the tnumi- 1 near Commercial Wharf—where we shall keep conthe 1st of April, 1862, amounted to 2,342.042
torture
of
but
the
more
extended
use
of
soap,
stantly on hand,
j
gallons, valued at §033,949. The receipts at petroleum for the purposes we have named,
Flonr, Corn, Meal, Ont*, Rye, Feed,
Cincinnati, during the same period, of carbon
which will be effected by time and improved
Ground Rock Salt, Ac.
and petroleum qjls, were 519,960 gallons, or
manipulations of the article, will suffice to
; 13.000 barrels.nearly one-half of which was petrender it a most valuabls acquisition to the
AMARIAH FROST,
Portland, Nov. 1,18«2.
; roleum oil.
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the
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impressed the French officers as a most inter- works and cauucl coal mines was estimated at
Shaw
k
All
Claims.
Co.)
(Formerly
outstanding
927,904 09
Buyers will do well to look at our stock before purWould inform the pubiic that having pnrehased tbs
No other liabilities to Banks or Individesting and curious development of the bounty nearly lour million dollars. The manufacture
stock of
No. 88 MIDDLE STREET,
The Model
it was nougat oeiore me great
cnasiug eisewuere,
uals except Office Expenses.
of nature. Petroleum, doubtless, formed an
H*?
ol' coal-oil lamps, resulting from the use of the
Amount at ri*k. Nov 1. 1«*52.
rise on goods.
990,5-J 5*7 29
B. O O W K L L,
S.
article of considerable traffic between the Inoil, formed tile principal business of sixteen
Amount necessary to reinsure the above.
94.866 42
dians and traders of that region; as we have
WM. CONNER, Jr.. Secretary.
coin patties, who
And taken the store recently occupied bv him, (129
[Signed]
2,150 men. and 400
employed
AN
AIR
TIGHT
STOVE
in
some
old
of
account
books
the
last
t'ornmnnuT-tlth nf Ma«<dU'huiu>ttii I
seen,
Middle Street,) are prepared to furnish Mr. Gowell's
women and boys, and work for 125 looms in
and the public gem-rally to give them a call w henevformer customers, as well as their own friends and
I
NXiddle
County of llamp ten, s*.
century, “gallons” and "kegs” of Seneca oil
With Two Ovens,
making the lamp-wick.
er they desire to replenish their “understanding*.”
the public, with
Sworn to before me,
credited to the Indians.
The cauucl coal employed by them, as well
W. W, t. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
Justice
of the Peace.
Geo.
Walker,
(Signed)
The greatest of modern improvements in the line of
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
as wood,
Its existence in any vast amount appears to
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES. aug5—6md
peat, and other substances of vegetaNEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
d6m
Portland, July 22. 1862.
ble origin, when subjected to destructive dishave been unknown until 1845, when a spring
Cools. Stoves,
YEATOUT & 1IA EE.
and at AS LOW PRICKS a* the same quality and
was “struck,” while lairing for salt, near Tartillation in close vessels, at a heat below that
Office of the Portland
style can be purchased, at any other place'in the
at which they yield gas in abundance, affords
enlum. thirty-five miles alaive Pittsburg, on
EVER OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC
SAIL
Coinmieotioii
CLOTH.
city.
103 MIDDLE STREET.
the Alleghany. Experiments having proved
a large quantity of a light
supernatant oil,
trxo trouble to show goods: call aud see before
Manufactured by the
its constituents to be nearly the same as those
ocl8
amounting to about one-flfth of the product,
purchasing elsewhere.
XJT*PoliciesI^Mued on Real and Personal property.
SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS
Risks taken on Dwelling Houses for one, three, or
of the artificial carbon oil. a company was orwhich, having been purified and re-distilled,
AND DEALER* IN
BLEACHED FLAX DICK, WITH DUE STRIPES,
five years, very low.
ganized in New York to attempt its purifica- yields a very volatile and uapllialous fluid, of
A
TWITIIIELL
CHAnPLIN,
tion by the same process applied to the latter.
light specific gravity, containing some paraffino
J. W. MUNfGER, Agent.
Whose Castings stand unrivalled throughout New
(A substitute for Cotton.)
But little was effected, however, and in 1857
dec.*> ed3w
oil, and highly inflammable, owing to the presEngland.
Commission
MOULTONS
Messrs. Bowditch and Drake of New Haven,
ence of bcuzoin or benzole.
BLOCK,
There is ulso obUNBLEACHED CANVAS, WITH RED STRIPE,
The senior partner of the Company, whose experitained a heavier oil, which is a s fe and valuaAND DEALKKft IN
commenced operations at Titusville, on Oil
ence of nearly a quarter of a century in the Stove I
Statement
Corner Commercial 8t. and
ble burning oil, a denser lubricating oil, and
Manufacture,
says—that by an
creek, where traces of early explorations were
Of various descriptions.
FLOUB AND PEOVISIONS,
OF
THE
CONDITION
solid paraffine, a peculiar white* crystalline
found, and in August, 1859, a fountain was
Portland, Me.
AIK TIGHT STOVE
ALL FKO.H A O Nos. 1 TO 6.
reached by boring, at the depth of seventy-one
85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas Block,
substance, beautifully adapted for randies, anti
JOHN YEA TON,
JOSEPH HALE.
we moan a stove so perfectly fitted as to place th©^
feet, which yielded 400 gallons daily. Before now manufactured to some extent for that and
ALSO OH HARD
draft of the stove entirely within the coutrol of the
PORTLAND, MF.
Holyoke Muliml Fire Ins. Company
the close of the year 18d0, the number of wells
other practical uses. Tile petroleum of our
attention paid to procuring Freights,
using it; enabling him to preserve either a
person
Twitchell.
•.•Particular
John
Js's
P.
jul31iltSiu
Q.
rh.mplin.
and borings was estimated to be about two
IN SALEH. MASS..
country has been found to be a more economwood or coal tire tor many hours, by simply closing
BOLT ROPE CORD AGE, AC., and purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessel*.
ical source for these several compounds of carthe draft slide, thus securing great economy in time,
On the first day of November, being the date of its
thousand, of which seventy-four of the larger
d&wHmT
August 2, 1862.
For sale by
and iu cost of fuel, as well as avoiding the dust conexhibit next preceding Dec. 1, 1962.
E
BEST
ones were producing daily, by the aid of
lion and hydrogen, and enables the manufacsequent upou rekindling.
turer to dispense with the Hrst
pumps, an aggregate of eleven hundred and
stage of the
LE MESURIER & CHAMPION,
Amount of Capital Stock..9567.748 48
ROASTING AND BAKING.
sixty-five barrels of crude oil, worth, at twenty process referred to. The cheapness of crude
of Notes and Statute Liabilities, 418,121 61
Consisting
AND—
cents a gallon, about ten thousand dollars.
and
the
Years'
and
of
and
petroleum,
Twenty
experience,
simple
years
St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
comparatively
But the novel—the peculiar feature ot the MODEL
Cash Asset*, a* follows, vie:
Wells were soon after sunk to the depth of
experiment, 1 have at last found the
COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
CASKETS,
unexpensive process by which a safe and ecoty'Samplcson hand, and orders taken by
$4fi.‘*72 97
Investments iu Mortgages,
is the addition of a Ventilated Roasting liven withi
five or six hundred feet, and the flow of petronomical illuminating oil may be obtained, give
J. T. PATTEN k CO.,
Dost Dyo!
To be found in this city, of every description, finish41.906 06
Bank Stock.
the body id the (ttV« and in trout of the fire; so arleum became so profuse that no less than 3,Oct. 11—6m
Frout Street, Bath.
an unusual interest to this
ed aud trimmed
subject, as affording
12.529 38
Railroad Bonds and Stocks,
that
it
can be used separately for roasting, or
llair
in
the
world.
1
it
ranged
For
and
coloring
say
boldly,
000 barrels were obtained in a day from a sinthe means of preventing the great loss of life
and
19.961 U9
Bonds,
U.
States,Mate
City
the
removal
of
a
mean it.
And say further, that if anyone buys my
(by
simple plate) in couuectiou with
Loans on collateral and notes
the larger oveu for baking.
gle well, the less productive ones yielding from shown by the recent census to result from the
; Dye, and after
In tlie
trying, does not like it, 1 will refund
8.542 49
receivable,
Wherever these stoves have been used, they have
fifteen to twenty barrels per diem. In several
! the mouey on returning me the bottle with oue halt
dangerous compounds so extensively used for
2.415 17
Real Estate.
satisfaction.
universal
i
contents.
ARE
ATits
giveu
Instances extraordinary means were fouud
that purpose. Although the petroleum oils,
ou hand,
5.587 49
Cash
1 do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel sym906 41
to
check
anil
control
the flow, which
when imperfectly rectified, so that all the benBalances iu hands of Agents.
necessary
pathizer.
FOR SALE BY
C. II. BLAKE’S,
interest earned and sundry assets, 2.900 89 9139.628 87
is now regulated in such wells according to the
zole has not been expelled, are exceedingly
Agents can be supplied at wholesale prices by adstale of the market, bv strong tubing and stopJAMES P. SLEEPEIt,
dressing
explosive, owing to tile heat generated by the
No. 30 UNION STREET.
8667,748 48
F. A.
JOHN M TODD, Portland. Me.
cocks. The quantity sent to market by the
combustion of the solid paraffine readily va$10,578,288 21
Amount at Risk,
Oct. 23.U& w tf.
And will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
at
Sunbury and Erie railroad from the Pennsyl- porizing and igniting the more ctheria! por- Fl'KNISHISG U NDE RT AKER,
than
amount
IX—
of
(other
—DEALER
Amount
Liabilities,
the city.
vania oil region, which has thus far been the
risk.) viz
tion, it may with great facility be freed from
So. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,
JOHN W. PEKKIAS dr CO.,
00
93.100
for
Losses.
Claims
principal source, increased from 325 barrels in all volatile substances, and a very simple and RefliJence rear of 411
There are no other liabilities, unless of bill* not
rongr.su Street, keeps conWHOLESALE DEALERS IN
1859 to 134,927 barrels in 1801. The whole
practical test enables the purchaser to ascerROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
rendered for expenses.
stantly on hand all the various kinds of
in
the last-mentioned year
tain its fitness for use. The precautions requantity shipped
AUGUSTUS STORY. President.
From the celebrated Barstow Stove Co.
was
THOS. H JOHNSON. Secretary
nearly 500,000 barrels. Since August, quired in the treatment of petroleum, as well COFFINS AND CASKETS,
-C. II. B. also manufacture*-ALSOas the expense of
1801, the product has rapidly increased. The
ggThis Company is paying a dividend of 99 per
thoroughly purifyin ; it, beNow in Use,
SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK
cent, on yearly, and 33 1-3 percent, on throe and
present capacity of the wells is estimated at
ing somewhat greater than with coal oils, maBRIGS, BY8 STIFFS, GLASS WARR,
Assortment of
A
Aud will make o order anything of this kind that
vear Policies, at their expiration
five
Complete
Of every description, including TatIoi’s Self250,000 to 300,000 barrels per week. So im- ny arc tempted to neglect it, or even to add a may be ordered, <»t short notice, front the cheapest to
Supporting Drawer, the beet Kind ever made.
WEBSTEB. Agent,
ELIPHA1KT
portant, however, have the operations in this
KEROSENE
portion of the lighter and cheaper oil to make the*vkey hkst. B> giving my strict and undivided
FLUID,
OIL, &c.,
All orders for Repairing Furniture. VarnishHOUSE FURNISHING
attention to the maiiulacturiug. lining and trimming
article become that a railroad, we understand,
the heavy oil burn more readily.
No. 161 1-1 Fore SL, Portland.
ing. Upholstering, Chair Seating, (dazing, Ac.,
of
the
1
can
furnish
them
than
above,
86
Commercial
Thomas
dec3
d3w
cheaper
any
has been chartered in Pennsylvania exclusiveStreet,
All these oils possess an advantage over othBlock,
jul31tf
promptly attcudeu to.
Brglslpn, Ventilator,, Ar.
one else.
ly for the transportat ion of the oil to market. er kinds in the fact that, W'hen onee properly
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug 6,1862.
PORTLAND. ME.
jul29d&wly
From a recent number of the “Register,” a
-ALSO, AGENT FORL. J. < KO*S,
deodorized, they do not Ix’come rancid or fer
HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
meat by keeping, but rather lose
newspaper published at Oil City, PennsylvaPier and Mantle* Mirror*.
by age any
Portland. Me.
I
141 Middle Street,
Vetrified
Water and Drain
The
nia, we copy the following statement respectodor they may have retained.
1ST ew!
Oval, Square or Eliptical frames, with 1
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY' hare purOf eight several products obtained from peing the product of petroleum in that vicinity:
Rosew ood, ltlack Walnut or Gilt finish made
chased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Bafirmd
“We learn that the number of wells now flow|o order, of any size, style or design, of new and
troleum by chemical analysis, two or three on
* l»rgctrmct °f ,*,ld in Northern Misaoturi.
UNDBR
rtf'mT
Com
elegant patterns'; also cheap Looking Glasses and
THE B LON DIN SKATE, (Patented.)
ing is seventy-five, the number of w ells that
(joining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
N. B.—All work being promptly ami personly were solidified by cold of fifteen degrees be
elate* re-set in old frames, by
for
County,
farming and iuaiiufhcturiug purpose*,
satisto
flowed
is
warranted
•
low zero, the first three or four remaining
formerly
give thorough
and pumped is sixty-two; the
j ally attended to,
milESK Skates are intended to cover deficiencies
Lancaster
MORRISON k CO., 26. Market Square.
per
and have divided their property into lots and farm*.
je‘23tf
faction.
number of wells sunk and commenced is three
A of skates heretofore made, and cspeciallv in Lafeetly fluid, and none possessed corrosivi
are offered to subscribers in shares of $20 each.
Their
and Cents’ Stakes, with the Patent Ankle Supar* All kinds of TIN and SHEET IRON WORK
hundred and
Maps, with f\xll information, can be had by callingon
fifty-eight; total, four hundred qualities, showing their fitness as lubricators dies’
done to order, at short uotice.
uovJO
insure
ports, which need only to la* seen and
and ninety-five. The amount ot oil
Dlt, PERRY
shipped is Experiments have shown that crude petrole | for them a ready salt*.* They an* made trie«kto
from the best
EDWARD SHAW, A feat,
set down at 1,000,000
returned from the Army, again tenders
materials, latest styles, am) of superior workmanbarrels; amount on hand tun is admirably adapted to the manulavtnr102 Middlb Street. Portland.
NOTICE.
attention given to CUTTING and
to date, 92,450
hi* professional services to the people of Portof gas, and have led to the expectation tha
ship. Any person can learu to skate well in les thun
<Kf
barrels; present amount oi
une
M A K1N(. BO Y S G A RMENTS, by
ANY person having from Five to Ten Hundred
i land ami vicinity.
one-fourth of the time, by using the Patent Ankle
daily flow, 5,717 barrels. The average value
its use will greatly reduce the cost of its man
xm. Dollars to invest, may learu of an established
Ilis experience—while absent—iu PRACTICAL
are especially useful for those
support—and
of the oil, at $1 per barrel, is
they
A. D. REEVES,
Tailor,
ufacture, if it does not entirely supersede th.
business, in which a large portion of the citizens of
SURGE*warrants him iu calling attention to
*1,092.000; averOld Frame. He-Gill,
having weak aukles. For sale by
Portland are interested, which will give constaut emage cost of wells, at 81,000 each, is 8495,1OOO
use of coal for that purpose.
this branch.
The “carburn
98 EXCHANGE STIIEET.
renewed t,7
CILAS.
SI.
lift
Middle
Free
Street
and
and
bv
Residence
Office—71
addressing
Jr.,
well,
DAY,
ploymeut
pay
tion of gas,” by attaching to the gas-burner ;
MORRISON A CO.
machinery, building, &c., from *500 to *70(
no\26 3\y
decl dtf
BCSIVBSS, Dailv Press Office.
nov 27 dtf
Portland, Aug 6.1862.
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THE DAILY PRESS.
Friday Horning, December 19, 1862.

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in

!

the oity.
Questionable Public Service.
Since the recent repulse at Fredericksburg,

(!) press has commenced a
geueral onslaught upon Gen. Halleek and ttie
administration, which, when heard of in Charleston aud Richmond, will be most cheering to
the spirits of those rebel cities. Nothing is

the conservative

vile for the press referred to
The veil drawn over their eviindulge
dent gratification at the partial miscarriage of
too violent

or

too

in.

too thin and transparent to conceal the demoniac delight w hich
that failure has allorded some of them at least.
of the

If

plan of operations, is

could for a moment believe

we

they

were

orthy motives; that cotnmisseration for the killed and w ounded, that
fear of the favorable effect the reverse will
have upon the rebellion itself, or that desire
for a Union triumph inspired their indignation,
we should feel unwilling to express more titan
a modest dissent from the wisdom and prudence of their course. Rut tile inspiring motive is too obvious. It is hate, deep, unmixed
influenced

by any

w

and

administration,

hate towards Hie

a

desire

for its utter failure, that has too much to do iu
production of the outrageous and shame-

the

ful

to which we have referred.

course

The

authors of the foul abuse referred to, are at
heart in sympathy with the rebels,and are ready

auythiug and everything to sow discontent in the public mind, and to make those

to do

who have friends iu the army believe that
Gen. Ilalleck and President Lincoln are murthem in cold blood.
We clip a single item from one of these
“conservative" journals—a [taper whose editor

dering

betrayed

has from the first
treason—to

ment,
troops had been forced to retreat
from the city of Fredericksburg, and reform
their shattered columns in Falmouth. Exaggeration after exaggeration made this movement a most fatal step.
But to-day we learn
that there was no indecent haste in the matter
that we were not driven by the enemy to do
this. The whole maiueuvre was one calculated to deceive the reliels and better our own
position. The thirty days which have elapsed
since the enemy knew of our change of Mae
have been amply sufficient to allow of their
making most formidable fortifications. The
general impression seems now to be that we
shall move on their flank in a few days. Everybody is puzzled by Banks. Where has he
gone? Never lias the mission of a secret expedition been so long concealed, since the war
began. The shrewd guessers all say he will
he heard from as soon as he reaches the Carolines. Ah' but which of the wayward Carolines? /* it Weldon against which he is soon
to march, or is it Charleston ? or is it-?
Present indications point to the latter destination.
And so it seems that our good old fostermother has obliged us by sending out another
token of her good will. Having bestowed upon us, for a long time, numberless blessings
she now gives us two that are remembered,
“GifO” and “GOG.” By a private letter from an
American in Europe, I learn that the English
merchants concede that four out of five of
their vessels bound for Southern ports, arc
captured in running the blockade, and some
place the risk as high as five in six. And yet
this hazard is not enough to prevent “a nation
of shopkeepers” from violating the great principles of neutrality. English neutrality is nothing but the most sinister kind of left-handed
our

show how the heartless scoundrel
“the blood of

|

bor.
It is the opinion of the Board that Com-

mander Preble did uot perform his w hole duas senior officer
of the force blockading
Mobile, and further that he did not do his utmost to prevent the passage of the Ovieto into
Mobile.

ty

This decision will

greatly disappoint Comcity; and the
grounds seem even more re-

mander Preble's friends in this
more, because its
stricted than those

President

on

which the action of the

originally

based. It cannot be
that this removal appears to have been
made without due deliberation; and the Govwas

denied,

ernment

owes

ficer, to suffer

it to itself and to
a

a

veteran

of-

full investigation, embracing

all the evidence

pertaining to character, genvigilance, Ac., to be made and given to
the public. The Journal gives also the following passage from a note signed by Commanderal

er

He wett, of the British Government steam-

ship Kinaldo, and bearing directly

upon this

case:

When at Nassau, in June last, we met the
Ovieto, and she was reported as an English
dispatch vessel by my signal man as well as
others. She was painted like a British vessel
of war, and on going on board I found her fitting the same as our vessels of the same class;

had I

met

ing

pennant, I should have taken her for one

a

the Ovieto at sea, armed and wear-

of our own

ships.

The Verdict ot an Knemt.
The London Quarterly Review is no friend
to this country,certainty not to its institutions,
for it Is the organ of

toryisin and hereditary
government, among the Quarterlies of the
British empire. Of course that journal lias
no special sympathies for the cause in which
our loyal people are now engaged to defend
the Integrity of their country, and to prevent
its disruption. In the October number of that
journal, in reviewing Anthony Trollop's North
America, it thus speaks of our late President,
Hr. Buchanan:
For the last four momentous mouths of his
he was obviously dominated by no
other desire than that of putting off the evil
*
day of bloodshed till his successor's time. He
was a traitor, if not by hi# action, at least
by
his passive acquiescence; audit lie
acquiesced
in that which it would have been wearisome
and arduous to lesist, it was because lie
bad no motive lor action. His recklessness to
all that might happen, when once his tenure
of office should have closed, was a striking illustration of the value of an hereditary throne.
Sovereignty by birth, and sovereignty by election, do not appear to difler very widely in the
average intellectual merits of the sovereigns

presidency,

they produce.
The Washington Chronicle very
justly remarks upon this, that “when those who have
been mainly instrumental in producing this
rebellion are so well remembered, and so
keenly criticised by our worst enemies in the
Old World, may we not
patiently and calmly
await the hour when the meu who are
bravely
struggling to maintain this free government
will themselves be vindicated,
justified, and
applauded by the same heretofore hostile tribunal?”
_

Referring to Hon. H<,l,ert J. Walker,
Secretary of Treasury under Polk, a Senator
In Congress from Mississippi, amt Gov. of
Kansas under Buchanan, the
Washington
Chronicle says:
Governor Walker's steadfast support of the
measures of Mr. Lincoln’s
Administration,

which dates back from the
lieginning of our
troubles, and which lias not weakened nor
grown cold a# these troubles increased, is
probably the highest tribute that could be
paid to the Executive and his constitutional
advisers. His great intellect and
sturdy patriotism, which detected the falsehoods and
treachery ot Buchanan and rejected his bribes
and bis blandishments,
recognize the puritv
and the justice of the
policy of the general
Administration, and enthusiastically support
it.

private letter from Shanghae to Mr.
Nathaniel Haynes ol this city, gives intellicoingence that his son —Dudley Haynes
m&nder of a vessel trading l>etwcen Shanghae
and Nankin, hail been missing since the 27th
A

| _MARRIED.

—

of October, 1801, and it was believed the vessel was lost in a gale of wind, or had been taken by shore pirates.—[Bangor Whig.
SPECIAL

THE WORD "SOZODONT" is derived from the
words*020(topreserve) andotlonten(the teeth);
Sozodont, "A Preserver of the Teeth."
FRAGRANT SOZODONT,
ONLY TRUK

The

public

have

DENTIFRICE

long

KNOWN.

been in want of

some

conve-

nient, safe and beneficial dentifrice which could be
relied on as having a healthy and preserving effect on
the teeth and gums. Hundreds of worthless preparations have already been offered as such iu the forms

£jf“A crowd of communications and oilier
prepared matter, is necessarily laid over for

of

powder, pastes and liquids, when a trial lias only
proved them injurious to the enamel of the teeth, or

lack of room.

else too inconvenient and unpleasant for daily use,
iudispcnsable to the preservation of the teeth. The
Sozodont is offered with all confidence as a P.cautificr
and Preserver of the Teeth, a scientific combination,

so

How long does our neighbor of the
Advertiser propose to keep at its column head

Z

the “flaunting lie” about a circulation superior to any paper in Maine ?

~#“No one can question the military capacity and qualifications of a man who, like
Burnside, can cross and recross a broad deep
river in the face of a strongly intrenched enemy.

upon,

compels

us to

to-morrow.

Gen. Fremont arrived in

Monday morning
bert, Pilon, and Zagonyi, of

Washington

from New York.
his

staff,

accom-

pany him.
John Larrabee, Esq., of Bath, with a
of men, has gone to Maryland, to spend
the winter in cutting timber for the shipyards

crew

of that city.

Capt. Louis O. Cowan
j Cavalry, who has resigned on
| health, will resume the control

j

of the Maine
account

of ill

pleasure to
or

other

use

it; it is perfectly

ingredient* having

the

Carter. Rust k co., 45 Hanover stm t.
J no. I. Brown k Son, 425 and 995 Washington st.
Orlando Tompkins. 271
Washington street.
Church, Choate & co.. 881 Washington st.
Joseph T. Brown. 292 Washington street.
William Brown, 547 Washington street.
Frederick Brown. 68 Washington street.
A. G. Wilbor, 746 Washington street.
G. D. Dows, 525 Washington street.
Octavius Kino, 654 Washington street.
Charles H. Cali., 939 Washington street.
Bknj. Gilpatrick. Jr., 823 Washington street.
P. Ambrose Youno, 69i Washington street.
Harris & Chapman, 139 Tremont street.
W. D. Atkinson, Jr., 186 Tremont street.
W. B. Hioinbothom. 63 Tremont street.
Sylvester Almy, 64 Tremont street.
Kicker & Barrett, 238 Tremont street.

of the Bidde-

ford Union.

The author of political arrests in this
country

was

George Washington.

In 1775 he

]

caused the arrest of the tory office-holders at
Portsmouth, X. II.

|

the London

j

monthlies.”

Tlie

Washington Chronicle speaks of
Quarterly as “one of the oldest,

ablest and most
at

intluential

of the

British

They have hulls as well as lions
the federal capital!
The Argus approvingly quotes “Carle-

K. M Skinner. 27 Tremont street.
Francis T. Church, cor. Court and Howard sts.
11. A. ( hoate, 1 Revere House.
Alexander B. Wilbor. 163Court street.
Z. S. Sampson, cor. Court and Hanover streets.
Ellis F. Miller, cor. Hanover and Union sts.
Granville M.Clark,cor. Hanover and Salem «ts.
Jas. Folsom. 238 Shawmut avenue.
Leopard Babo. 33
street.
Jas. A. GLEKSON. 77 Harrison avenue.
I. Bartlett Patten. 27 Harrison avenue.
A. LiTTLF.rLD, under United States Hotel.

ton” of tlie Boston Journal, that in the recent
battle—tlie severest he had ever witnessed—
“the new troops fought generally as well as
the veterans

Boylston

“jT"We paid nearly three dollars for a spocial dispatch from Fredericksburg, and we And
its news credited by some of our exchanges
to another paper!
That is one of the fruits of
enterprise.
SF“At the meeting of the City Council in
Bath Monday evening, an order was passed
directing the Mayor to replevin the wood on
the line of the Androscoggin Railroad, which
has been attached by creditors of the old road.

metropolis.

Beecher, the irrepressible, lias again scintillated in Tremont Temple. The lecture was
really an admirable production. He bravely,
honestly, and carefully treated the whole
subject of the “Education of the Citizen.”—
When lie really works on a lecture beforehand, Beecher is worth hearing. At any time
his oratory is of the flre-cracker style.
The American Academy of Arts and Sciences had their regular meeting on Tuesday
last, Dec. 9th. This society embraces all the
aristocracy of science, and its labors for true
science cannot be over-estimated. At the last
meeting a paper was read by the State Geologist of Maine, upon the footmarks in the Connecticut Valley.
It was a communication
from the founder of Ichnology, revising some
of his former conclusions. Salford, of Cambridge, the great mathematician, followed with
an article alleging that all astronomical instruments for obtaining the right ascension and
declination, were liable to certain errors. Mr.

;

jy The letter from Fredericksburg in this
paper, will be read with interest. In a private
note our correspondent informs us that, on entering Fredericksburg, Gen. Howard
made, temporarily. Military Governor.

was

In this city Doc. 18th. Lieut. Joseph II. Perloy, Jr.,
of Co. E, loth Me. Keg., aged 20 yearn.
Tin unoral at his father’s residence,No. 78Oxford
street, on Saturday, at 2 o’clock P. M. Relatives and
frieuds are invited.
In Scarborough Dec 18th, Miss Elizabeth, daughter
of Horatio Southgate, Esq., aged 39 year*.
In Bath Doc lltli, T. C.. daughter of Isaac N. and
Martha Chftumau, aged 11 years and 5 mouths; 17th,
Georginea Robbins, aged 10 rear*.
In rliddeford, Dee. 2d, of heart disea.se, Mr. Joreniiah Buckley, aged *»1 years 7 mouths; Mr. Reuben
Davis, aged 03 year* 10 mouths.
In North Vassal boro Dec 2d, Richard Mullen, aged
67 years.

SOZODONT is put up iu bottles, each of which
a neat box, on whith are labels, and directions inside, in English, French, Spanish and GerThe

is inclosed in
man

languages.

Price 5'* ceuts per bottle.

Sold by Druggists everywhere.
Trial Bottles and Testimonials obtained gratis of
H. H.
Junction of

HAT, Agent,

Free and Middle streets, Portland,

dec 19*

LIFE INSURANCE.
New

England Life

Insurance

COMPARY,
PASSENGERS.
lu
31 rs

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER l. 1M3.

the J Folledo. for Mntanza*—Mrs 3Iarwick, and

Motley,

Boston.

of Portland.

CASH C APITAL, t2.372.tU3 74, INVESTED.

IMPORTS.

know its merits:
We, the undersigned. Druggists and Apothecaries
of Boston, most cheerlully
testify that we have sold
lor some time past the dentifrice known as VAN Bl’SKIRK'S SOZODONT, and find it gives entire satisfaction to our customers; and we believe it to be
what its title indicates, *A Preserver of the Teeth"—
an elegant toilet article, well
worthy the encomiums
it has received iu New York, Bostou, and other large
0
cities:
G. (’. Goodwin A co,, II and 12 Marshall street.
M. S. Burk A co., 2fi Tremonl street.
Weeks A Potter, 170 Washington street.
Jno. Wilson, Jr. A co., 138 Mashiugton at.

Cols. Al-

_DIED.

31oncton Nil—Sell Einma—1278 grindstones, 20 pcs
sundries, to Chase Bros & Co.
Jogging NS—Sch Anaconda—79 grindstones, to T
H VV eston A Co.
Windsor NS—Sch Exempler—190 tons plaster, 7
bales sheepskins, 4 bales wool, master.

tendency to injure the enamel, and recommended by many of the most eminent dentists, chemists,
physicians and scientific gentlemen of the day.
Read testimonial from a large majority of the first
Druggists and Apothecaries in this city, many of
whom have personally used the Sozodont, and well

publication till

defer its

ami

lightfully refreshing taste aud feeling to the mouth,
correcting all disagreeable odors arising from decayed teeth, use of tobacco, Ac. Its fragrance and conleast

much greater length of Senator
Fessenden's speech than we4ft first reckoned

N E W A D V E R TISE M E N T S.

In Bangor Ln-c 11th, Horace Stilson, Esq., of Pittsfield. and Miss Mary A. Saulord, of Paimrra.
lu Surry Nov 25t'h, Geo W. Terry aud Mrs. Phebe
31. Young.
lu Cutler Dec 23d, Frank II. Smith, of B< Hast, and
Miss Marv E. Corbett, of C.
In lloultou, Dec. 2d, Thomas Adams and Mrs. C.
31 Buck, both of Liutieus; 4th, Janii”* Martin
Miss Rachel Vaudiue, both of Wakefield.

every ingredient of which is known to have a beneficial influence on the teeth and gums,
imparting a de-

venience make it a
free from all acids

^y“Tlie

!

NOTICES.

Greek

for sea.

Your Burnham is up here, and I am quite
unable to see that the sun is not. willing to
work for him in Boston ns in the unpaved city.
It is my opinion that, as you pass his rooms on
asnmginu street, you woum see main familiar laces in liis photographic case at the
door; many faces that you have noticed on
Middle street in Portland. It will hardly he
an fait to give the names.
Baruuin's Vaudeville lias opened. It is a
Mu scum junior and nothing more. The theatrical cast is quite unobjectionable in its way,
although decidedly second rate. But these
attempts to mix up Natural History and the
Histrionic art nre worthy of tlie great autobiographer. “Faint heart never won fair lady”
and "the great Behemoth of the Scriptures”
are on exhibition now ; also a farce and “the
living, roaring Black Sea Lion.” All for eight
red stamps and u copper. Some people w ill
take their children to a theatre, where there
is enough natural science thrown iu to take
the curse off. when they wouldn't go to an out
and outer. This is especially the case iu this
city where we have two of these “Orthodox
theatres.”
You will be glad to know that the horse
railroads are being connected together. When
these inosculations are finished, a person will
be able to ride from Cambridge to Brookline,
or from Koxbury to Newton Corner.
The
great ltailroad Exchange will lie at Scollay’s
building on Hie summit of Cornbill, and commutation tickets will lie issued, which will
take oue to
any^art of the city. This is as it
should be; it mmtes one city of a dozen towns.
Cambridge, Charlestown, Chelsea, East Boson, South Boston, Koxbury, Dorchester, ami
so on. are all linked by mil and ferry, into ODe

In an incognito walk through the streets
who penned it, while referring
and among his troops, unaccompanied. Gen.
our valiant soldiers,” cannot suppress his politHoward found in a store in a remote part of
the city, a man talking with some of our soldical instincts, which alone prompt his affected
iers, and boasting ol what he had done for the
sympathy. The capitals are his:
Confederacy. It seems they had made him
Let this STUPENDOUS BLUNDER, and
believe they were “Southern” soldiers. Gen.
the BLOOD of our valiant soldiers shed in a
U. listened a moment and found this fellow
TOM-FOOL affair, fall where it In-longs, on
In reply to one of
was the British Consul.
the shoulders of an ABOLITION ADMINIS- ! his seditious sentences Gen. II. said “then I
TRATION AT WASHINGTON!
will arrest you and send you to Gen.Burnside.”
John Bull w as perfectly astounded,
But to
Gen. Burnside he went, very much crest-fallen.
Commander Preble.
At dawn Gen. Howard ordered two of his
The case of Commander Preble has been rebrigades which had not been much in action
tne night before, in advance until they occupiferred to a board of three officers, Instructed
ed the entire city. They moved cautiously
to report whether it appears from the statealong, taking more prisoners w ho had slept
ment in the commander's three letters relating
! too Lite in some houses. But the enemy had
the circumstances under which the Ovieto
drawn off in the night the remnant of the six
regiments tnat had occupied the town,and our
entered the j>ort of Mobile, that he did or did
not perform his duty in blockading that port. ! pickets were established in the outskirts.
To lie brief as possible, Friday was s|ient in
Under a verbal understanding between the
crossing the attacking army and getting into
of
the
and
Commander
Preble, j position, and we made no further advance that
Secretary
Navy
these papers were placed in the hand- of a
day. The generals took up their quarters in
some of the finest
commission consisting of Rear Admiral A. II.
dwellings, none of which
had esca|K-d our storm of shot and shell. EleFoote, Commodore Charles H. Davis and
gant furniture, large and valuable libraries,
Lieut. Commanding S. L. Phelps. The comrich paintings, and what seemed of no less immissioners sustain the action of Secretary I portative to us, ofabarp ifnot sordid appetites,
in
Welles
dismissing Commander Preble from whetted by a day's lasting, abuudaut stores in
the larder—these were the contents of the
the service, laying especial stress upon his
houses. Soldiers had already ransacked every
failure to challenge the Ovieto, and ascertain
house, emptying drawers, breaking open
her true character. We take the folllowing j trunks, smashing crockery, overturning libraries and completing the dishevelling and deextract from their report, from the Boston
struction which the cannon balls, crashing
Journal:
through, and the bursting shells, had too well
The Board proceeded to the investigation, I
begun.
confining its examination, as it tras instructThe rebels complimented us with the same
ed to do to those three reports of Commander
sort of projectiles often during
the day,
dated
and
Oct.
1802.
11,
Preble,
Sept. 4, «,
whenever our columns liecame exposed to
The Board is ordered to report whether or
view, and to an enfilading lire from their
not,in its opinion, Commander Preble performbatteries in position. We rested well on Fried his whole duty as senior officer of the force
day night, and got under arms at* daylight—a
blockading Mobile, and did his utmost to pre- simple process when we have slept upon them.
vent the passage of the Ovieto into that harSoon the order of attack was
to

SELECTED.

"

friendship.

homes. Some were desirous of going across
the river, saying they could not live through
another such day as the one just past,

sympathy for

his

AND

*3P-a western paper speaks of “jiarallels
of longitude."
The legislature will meet at Augusta
on Wednesday, Jan. 7th.
$y*A few ol the friends of Gen. McClellan
in New York have presented him with a house
in that city.
Gen. Ilalleck has been constantly sending reinforcements forward to Gen. Burnside
since Saturday.
The Democratic League of New York
have written a letter to Gen. Butler, commending his course.
fS™ Tlie repairs on the steamship Great
Eastern are now' completed, and she is ready

New*from Fredericksburg—Banks' Expedition—the 606,Burnham—Barnum—Horsecars—Beecher's “Fraternity" lecture—
American Academy of Arts and Sciences—
Paper-pickers—Chiffoniers.
Boston, Dec. 17th, 18G2.
To the Editors of the Press:
at
noon
the whole city was deYesterday
pressed by rumors that, alter a severe engage-

To-day at 10 a. m., Gen. Wilcox was to
make an attack in front again with his corps,
(9th) and Gen. Couch was to support him.—
This Division was to take the lead in Couch’s
corps. But 10 o'clock has come and gone, and
we w ait Wilcox’s advance.
The two Corps
Commanders have gone over the river to consult willt Sutnner and Burnside, whose headquarters are still there. 1 trust our sadly
shattered brigades and regiments will not be
again pushed tip right in the face of these rebel works. Push them up, the Generals will
say, and God grant the struggle may be brief
and less bloody than yesterday. Take us up,
the men will all answ er, though few reach the
Take us,
crest, and enter the breast-works.
if there is no better plan.
1 have begun my letter as though you were
familiar with yesterday’s great battle, but if I
complete my narrative, 1 must go back to the
evening when our Division entered Fredericksburg. A gloomy dreary evening, a dismal
night it was to many, and would have lieen to
all bad it not been lighted and cheered by success.
The rebels disputed every inclt—bad to
Is- driven from every house with point of the
bayonet. When til ing ceased, owing to the
darkness, which endangered shooting our own
men, we had advanced three blocks, and held
the third street parallel to the river. Scarcely
a wounded man bail yet lieen cared for.
Few
surge<#ls bail yet crossed the river, and the
hospitals are mostly upon the other side. We
were now busy till morning in carrying off the
wounded. There is a Hospital Corps whose
duty it is to attend to this, lint many of the
men assisted in taking away their suffering
comrades. Then were to be beard some loud
shrieks and many low terrible groans.
But
for the most part the troops were in good spirits. There was the sure evidence of triumph
in the hundreds of houses laid open for them
to occupy.
They did not hesitate to appropriate whatever they could use for their own
nor
to to carry away anything of incomfort,
trinsic value, if its hulk or w eight would permit.
About 300 prisoners were taken, many of
them in cellars from which they had lired upon our men.
Citizens, shivering with fear,
were brought to Gen. Howard at intervals till
late in the night.
They were usually those

_----

ORIGINAL

Letter from Boston.

Howard’s Division,
1
Fredericksburg, Va., Dec. 14th, 1862. J
To the Editors of the Portland Press :

PORTLAND, MAINE

to

Regular correspondence of the Frees.

Correspondence of the Press.
Letter Iroin Fredericksburg.

Company divides it* net earnings to the life
THIS
policy holders, (not iu scrip
companies
a*

every live year*.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid
in 1H68 to Life Member* was

OTKAMKU

FOR

or

semi-anniigLnavment*;

OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

by this Company

$335,000.
in
paid in cash,

Premiums may be

^———————————

SAILING OF

some

do,)in cash,

HAILS

Edinburg.Liverpool.New Y’ork .Dec
Bavaria.Southampton.New York. Dec
Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland. ...Dec
Scotia.Liverpool.New York Dec
Glasgow.Liverpool.New Y'ork. Dec
Europa.Liverpool. ..Boston.Dec
Bornssia.Southampton..New York...Dec

3
3
4
6
10
13
17
Etna .Liverpool.New Y’ork.. .Dec 17
Y'ork.
Dec
20
Persia.Liverpool.New
Africa.Liverpool.New York... Dec 27
llammouia.Southampton New Y'ork... Dec 31
TO DEPART.

Hansn.New York

Bremen.Dec 20

Kangaroo.New Y'ork.
North American.. Portland.
3Iavrocordatos... Portland

Liverpool.Dec
Liverpool.Dec

20
20
London.Dec 20
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec 24
Norwegian.Portland... Uverpool.Dec 27
Edinburg.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 27
Bavaria.New York. Hamburg.Dec 27

1

quarterly

or

or when for whole life,
they
may be paid half cash, aud the balance in cash ou
five year*, with iuterest.
Amount taken in one

risk, is

$13,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premium, may be
alter.

pud iu ten year*— no forfeiture

WILLARD PHILLIPS. President.
F. Stbtkm, Secretary.
Policies are issued on tlie life, or lor a term of year*
or on certain contingencies.
Creditor* may insure
their debtor*

on

time

“My object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest «nd safest
mode of making a provision for oue's family."—ben-

jamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons
desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their owu
of business, aud assist them in making applica-

?>lace
tons.

Refercnees in Portland may be made to the following parties: Messrs. II. J Libbv k Co.. Steele k
Hayes. Kara Carter, Jr., Messrs. 'Howard k Htrout,
Glasgow.New York.-Liverpool.Jan 3
Europa.Boston.Liverpool_ Jan 7 j Oeo. W. Woodman, Em j., Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,
Hezekiah Packard, Esq
Borussia.New York.. Hamburg.Jan 10
Srntia

\t>w York

Etna.New York.

I1m* 31

.Liverpool.Jan

10

Persia.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 14
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
lar lines. The steamers for or from
call a
Queenstowu, except the Canadian line, which call a

Liverpool

Londonderry.

Friday.December
SUN.
7.25 | Sets.

I
4.30

MUNGER, Agent,
street

19

HIGH WATER.
8.54 | Even’g 9.24

Me.

FOR

THE

Gifts !

LITTLE FOLKS.

| Morn'g

An Excellent

MARINE
PORT OF

Portland,

dec 19 eodl y

Holiday

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Rises.

JOHN W.
no. luo .situate

Assortment

NEV8.

TOYS, GAMES,

PORTLAND.

Puzzles,

Thursday, Dec. 18.

Ciin

Books, Ac.,

ARRIVED.
Brig Florence, (new. of Portland) Winslow, from

Pembroke.
Sch Emma, (Br) Irving. Moncton NB.
Sch Anacouda. (Br) Atkinson, St John NB.
Sch Exemplar, (Br) Davidson. Windsor NS.
Sch Caroline E. Pomrov, Ellsworth.
Sch Morning Star, Haim*, Ellsworth.
Sch Orion, Powers. Bath.
Sch Redondo, Lowell, Calais for Boston.
Sch North Star, Chipmau, Cnerrytield for Salem—

(see disasters.)
Sell Belle Creole. Cousins, Stockton tor Boston.
Steamer Forest City, Liscomb, Boston.

C

Olilldren,
-AT-

C. J. CLARK'S,
No. 135
dCT~19

Con,reus,corner of Chestnnt Sts.,
dlwPORTLAND.

Escaped from the Rebels

CLEARED.

Brig Catharine, (Br) English, Guadaloupe, by

Tlie

at Last!

C

Mitchell k Son.
Deafness Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will beat
Brig J l’olledo (new. 386 tons) Marwick, Matanzas,
the Preble House for one week.
Geo S Hunt.
Brig Ruby, (Br) Foley, Havana, by Isaac Dver.
A remarkable case of deafuess cured in
four
twenty
Brig Annette, (Br) Curtis. Halifax. Geo H Starr.
hours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E»e
Sch A Colby, Harrimau, Fernaudina, Fla, by Gov
; and Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eye Water. t Ageut.
'*1, Bartlett J. Dccoster, No. 2 Hall s Court, Port-

DR. D. PATTERSON,
capture on the Bull Ruu buttle-rrouud
last March wan extensively noticed in tbe
papers. and for wrhose exchange much anavailing effort
was made by tbe citizens of New
Hampshire, Gen.
Wool, and others, has made his escape from Salisbury, X. C. After incredible hardships and many
narrow escapes in his journey of 400 miles
through
the domain of wild leasts, venomous reptiles, and
rebels, during forty-nine days, he reached our lines.

WHOSE

DISASTERS.
land, give this certificate, to certify that 1 have beeu
Sch North Star, Chipmau, of and from Cherryfield
deaf from a child, and for twelve years
past have
for Salem, with lumber, was in collision with steamer
beeu quite deaf. 1 have spent hundreds of
dollars,
Montreal ou the evening of the 17th inst. near Porthave changed our mind. In answer we would
Tbe Dr. will give a condensed account of what be
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Satland Light, and lost head, bowsprit, jibhooiu. foresaw, heard and endured,
we
that
made
an
to
our
always
say
exception
mast. maiutopmast, and sustained other damage;
urday I went to the Preble House and made arrange| was towed into this port for repairs.
unbelief in favor of the people on the Penobments for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24
AT MECHANICS’ WAT.T.,
A telegram from New York 18th, savs that the ship
scot.
hours after her first application I could hear
Evans, from Loudon, is ashore on Little
every | Margaret
Rockaway, but lies easv and will come ofT uudamagvoice in the house. 1 can now stand in the cellar and
Tomorrow
We see it stated that the P. M. General
od after discharging, if weather coutiuues good.
hear the clock tick in the parlor. Grateful to God !
Doors
has designated the Portland and Augusta ofcommencing at 7} o'clock.
open at
for his great deliverance, I heartily commend her
Tickets 15 cents—to be bad at the door.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
communicated,
fices to redeem the postage stamps that hat e
decl9 2t
mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have doue.”
; and about 10 o'clock a. m. the
batterBALTIMORE—Ar 15th, sch Ada France*, Coombs,
enemy’s
been soiled by using as currency. We supies opened with a sound like the nearest thunEvery kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
Aquia Creek; 16th. brig R R Kirkland, Knight, fm
Arecibo.
T. M. o. A.
and
a cure warranted.
notice
will
be
der, and the shells came uncomfortably rapid
when
the
healed,
given
moderate.
pose
Charges
redempPHILADELPHIA—Ar 15th, bark Minnesota. Wat
and near. They had opened upon French’s
MRS. M. G. BROWN,
tion process is to commence.
! son. Trinidad ; schs A J Hortop, Elwcll, and J D Mccolumn which had begun to advance. HanD I 1ST QNov. 18—tf
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Carthy, Smith. Bostou.
Gould, (Albany Observatory Gould) protested
Petitions are now being circulated in
Aridtff, schs Lucy Jane, Sawyer, Bangor; EF
cock soon followed, and at one o’clock p. m.
bis conclusions, asserting, with a great
against
Lewis.
Wallace.
Portland
Third
of
the
Course of Readings by PROF.
and other parts of the state, for Coni Hancock’s division marched in with steady
Cld 16th, schs Harper. Cosmos, Barba does; Wm
Diseases of the Urinary Organs*
European astronomer, that with a cart-wheel Bangor
X. L BRIGGS, will be given
tread and determined countenances.
Arthur. Haskell, Portland.
and a telescope accurate observations coil Id lie i gress to appropriate $3,000,000 for a railroad
ty*J- C. MOTT, M. D., Operating and Consulting |
shin
from
Below,
Rio
Janeiro.
It would make this letter much too long to
On Monday Evening, December M,
Grey Eagle,
made. Thus acute critics revise every com- \ from the Penobscot to tlie east line of the
Surgeon and Physician, attends exclusivelv to DisNEW YORK—Ar 16th, ship Napoleon.
eases of the Urinary and Genital Organs, aiid Female
Thompson,
give the details of yesterday's fight. Our munication, subjecting it to an experimentum
In the LECTURE ROOM at Mechanics Hall.
as a work of military
I from Liverpool; schs Transit, Davis, Malaga; Fakir,
of
all
state,
and
the
kinds,
more
Complaints
obscure
disnecessity.
Kverystood
their ground nobly and charged
troops
I Heath, Eliza bet hport.
rruci*. From the labors of this admirable aseases of the Pelvic Vicera, as Piles.
II vdroRuptures,
Ar
should
thinks
from
the
17th,
Catharine,
Manila; Glenwood,
body
ships
sign,
j fearlessly.
Whig.
Prsfraasasc.
ccle, Varicocele. Fistula. Early Decline of Manhood,
sociation, and humbler co-worker, the Boston
fm Rio Janeiro; brigs ri M Lovett, fm Havana; CalCol. Hall's brigade, w hich had been the first
; he. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the improve- j
PART I.
Society of Natural History, much real admuck, do: Spartan, tin Rio Janeiro; sch J W Congthat on Monday evenments iu the cure of Disease, made in this country ;
^yThe
says
to enter Fredericksburg, attempted several
Whig
Tbe Mariner’s Dream
cement is made in the natural sciences.
dou, Poiut Potre.
Dimond.
or Europe, and spares no
that his patients j
j
expense
times to charge over the enemy’s rifle pits, but
the
store
ol
Mr.
Post
Office
John
of
Cld
schs
;
16th.
ConMcKeen,
Baltimore;
Loner.
ing.
jewelry
Scene—Handy
Andy.
Lowell,
Starlight.
I hoped I should have time to tell you of the
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
M»<ichant of Venice—Act. I, Scene 111 Sh<tkspeare.
vov. Morrill, Newburyport; Everglade, Tabbott, fm
failed to reach them, so overwhelming was the
I
the
was
world
affords.
in our city, ami of the Chiffonentered while the owner was at
Advice free,
jy-offlee 86
Bangor,
55th Chapter of tbe Prophecy of Isaiah.
Boston.
paper-pickers
street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A. M. to 2 j
j deadly storm that met them. Col. Owen’s iers, but shall try to s|>eak of these celebrities ; supper, and though the safe was opened, the Court
Sid 16th. ships Tbeobold, American Congress, PyraPART If.
and 6 to 8 P. M.
P. M
brigade was scarcely less gallant, aud Con. in my next. The Christmas trees form forests
mid, and Aquilta.
Mrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
The prond Miss XacBr.de.Saxe.
seems
to
have
been
before
Ar 17th, bark Anna. Wheeler, New Orleans; schs
rogue
frightened
now in Boston.
; Sully, both by his own conduct and that of his
I wonder that this tree is
maladies of her sex. can be consulted bv ladies.
Absalom .WiUis.
Olive Ha> ward, Hutchingson, Rockland; Minerva,
troops, among which are the Maine li»th and
Patients furnished with board atui ex|>ericnced
omitted iu nil works on trees. Even Emermeddling with the watches or jewelry.
Mr. Pickwick’s romantic adventure with a
from Bangor.
Mass, loth, showed that it was a coirect esti! nurses.
oct3eod6m
middle-aged lady in yellow curl-papers Dickens.
Cld 17th, ships S Blanchard, Meade. London; bark
son, in his “Forest trees of Massachusetts,”
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with every family, while the united testimony of
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HORSE RAIL ROAD.
slightly wounded in the leg, but not so as
No invalid should be without one.
NORWICH—Ar 16th, schs Telegraph. Rogers, fm
i to be oft duty. Gen. Sully was also slightly discriminating patrons, whose acute remarks field.
As an evidence of the superiorly of
Arroyo: Minnie Cobb. Averill. Rockland.
Annual
Meeting of the PORTLAXD AXD
wounded.
Sid 16tli, sch Fair Dealer, Cox, and Juno, Wallace,
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New York.
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Saco for New York; Argus. Crowley. Somerset for I 144 Middle Street, on Monday, the fifth day of Janbringing in an advertisement the other day corpus other than by Congress, and both tcere Spring Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
was not what we hoped, neither here with
do; T K Hammond. Goodrich, fm Portlaud fordo; j uary. A. D. 1W3, at 2 o'clock P. M., for the choice of
October 1.1862.
tf
officers for the ensuing year, and the transaction of
Sumner, nor on the left w ith Franklin. HookMecca, Huckins, Bath lor Baltimore: Marry Alice.
objected to the price, and then said, he “would
to
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but
thought
pretty
good
democrats;
any other business which raav legally come before
Merrill, New York for Lincolnville.
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M. G. PALMER, Secretary.
that was a good while ago and they are now
SOMETHING
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before night, but they were of no avail.
Portland, Dec. 18, 1902.
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Nazaire: aeh Gentile. Perkin-. Gloucester.
paper iu which to Insert an advertisement.”
both dead. If alive they would scarcely pass
Mr*. Foy’* Patent Cor*kt Skirt Supporter,
There will be no fighting to-day. It Is now
( Id 17tb, ship White Swallow. Bunker, for San
Another says, “Secesh, I think you are, Mr.
which is a new and very desirable article. It is a
too late to begin. Doubtless
Francisco; brig Triad. Mitchell, New Orleans; sch*
the portals of modern democracy.
w ill
TO REXT.
be thankful that we paused and did not dese(orset, Skirt-Supporter ami Jltshop combined. La- j Carrie M Rich. Hardy, Georgetown IM‘; Two BrothTenney.” And still another, “I cannot help
modern built BOUSE. No .*> Dan forth
“Tlie Press denies now that he [the
ers. Jordan. Calais; lumiartiuc. Proctor, Saco.
crate the Lord's day w ith battle.
die* and Misses lining it need no other of either.
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still another, “Here is Mr Tenney, editing a
Henrv Hootou.
Kn^nire of J. K. KING, in rear of 80 Danforth
aud serve* the wearer as both. For sale only by
hannock.” So says the Argus, but there is
Street.
neutral paper, anu m every numiierne attacks
Ar 18th. schs Solon, Roardman, Camden; Mcasendec!9tf
H. C. LOVELL k SON, Agents,
Mounded Maine Soldiers.
not a word of truth in it.
The Press simply
ger, Scott. Bath: Comet, and Mary Jane. Merrill, do;
the Republicans.” This is a pretty state of
novll edtf
! Pennsylvania. Scott, do; Geo Brooks. Wallace, and
129 Middle Street.
\\ c are indebted to our attentive
doubted the Argus statement, that Burnside,
correspon| Exchange. Soule, Portland; Harriet Fuller. Ross,
tilings, is it not? If the Telegraph would in
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| dent “Skirmisher,” for a rough list of the i save its reputation, (which
crossing the river, was “acting against his
j and Globe. Snowman, do: Olive Elizabeth,Hamilton
though
poor is betDB.
P. P. QU1MIIY. would give notice that he ha j and Francisco. Kelley, do.
better judgment.”
wounded Maiue soldiers in the late battles at
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W Glover,
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Philadelphia Press, as cited by the Boston of the exigencies of the service. The Gener- I City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50 : Boston
Sixteenth Regiment.—W. G. Plummer,
I Frankfort; G 1> King. McGregor. Calais for NYork;
For the present (ami until the completion of the real die^in full anti-slavery faith, converted oil
thus describes .Senator Fessenden:
Journal,
Each subsequent visit at residence. 1 00 ! Prize Banner, Small, do fordo; Maracaibo. Heuley,
wounded in the arm; J. C. Turner,hand; J.
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Physician and Surgeon.—II. A. LAMB, M. D.,
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Philadelphia, (and sailed 21st for Guadalouj'e); 19th.
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10.000 .do (Dec). 96
ble patriots as Saulsbury of
brig Chas Adams, Peterson, New York, (and sailed
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Androscoggin Railroad.—The aunual
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6.000 American Gold.132,
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makes a fling at Senator Fessenden on the
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£jf“Tbe Bath Times says that the wife of coggin
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same subject.
Gritflu. for New York 14 days.
We think both Senators will
Mr. Joseph Jack, Bowdoinham, supposed to
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
and was one of interest to all concerned. The
Will devote his personal attention to arranging
Ar at Kingston J, 26th ult, brig L C Watts, Wil*
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survive, and we have no fear that the Argus have lieen partially insane for some time, com- annual report was presented, showing the
and
son. A-piuwall
setting Engines. Boiler-, Shafting, on reasonable »
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terms.
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dec 16 dtf
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EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. 31. Closes at 12 31.
Maiue to believe that Boh Elliot lias been an invery gratifying results’, the
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STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Eastport 3Ie.,8t
of the road having been much better
NOTICE.
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certifies that I have given to my sou, Edgar
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Bath) from Loudou for New York.
den are unworthy public servants, or that it
chosen directors, viz:
was had by Coroner Millay, and the jurors, atOliver Moses, WashEUROPE—Close* every Saturday at 1 30 P. 31.
Nov 26. lat 45 13, Ion 44 41. was seen ship Reaper,
L. Flint his time from this date. He is at libwould be wise to supplant either of them
CANADA—Arrives at 1.60 P. 31.' Closes at 12 31.
Luring, from New York for Loudon.
erty to transact business for himself, and 1 shall claim
by ter hearing all the testimony, decided that she ington Gilbert, David Patten, Samuel I. Rob- COUNTRY
Dec 13, lat 34 41, lou 75 25. sch Palmetto, of Treu3IAILS—Arrives about 5 1‘. M. Close at
uouo of hi* earnings, nor pay auv of hi* debt*.
inson, Bath; A. D. Lockwood, Lewiston; Enthe election to the Senate of Maine’s chief
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9 P M.
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Municipal Court-Dec. 18.
There were no cases brought before Court

EVE\n«

Thursday.

The newly
appointed Judge,
Holden, Esq., will take his seat on
Monday next, at 9 o’clock, A. M., and will

--•

Aaron B.

New York, Dec. 18.
The Correspondent of the Tribune gives the

j

|
j

day or

well as ancient, document. It is an
“Invoice of sundry goods to he shipped by

Robb Cary, Esq., and Company, for the use of
George "Washington.” It bears date 20th
Sept., 1759, and is signed “Go. Washington.”
It was sent out to London by Washington,

icksburg.

From Washington.—Hon. John Covode supto have been captured at Frederieksurg.—A Congressman in Trouble.—Losses
in New England Batteries.

when be was about

entering upon the duties
house-keeping, and was undoubtedly drawn
up by himself. Of the signature there can be
no doubt.
The order is a very long oue, comprising as it does, articles for every department
in house keeping, tilling the ground, pictures,
busts, dec. Tills remarkable document is
owned by a gentleman in New York, who, we

Eosed

of

New York, Dec. 18.
The Herald's dispatch from Washington
mentions that Hon. John Covode went to
Fredericksburg to see the battle, ami has not
since been heard from. It K expected that he
has been taken prisoner.
The Herald’s Washington dispatch states
that there was quite an excitement at Willard's this evening, occasioned by the arrest of
Col. Kerrigan, member of Congress from New

suppose, would not part with it on any consideration.

Company.—The

Portland

hands

in the Portland

establishment.

the

Another

pocket piece, weighing

are

gun—a
tons, of

aliout seven
inches bore—is about finished, and is
well worth looking at. It seems as if it could
We learn that the

Company will push forward the casting of the
ordnance, for which they have contracted with
the Government, with all possible speed.
£yThe

TV—...

A.

the police to save him from the menaced violence of the infuriated bystanders.
The army correspondent of tlie Herald says
—Gen. Gibbon's old battery, commanded by
Lieut. Stewart, had ten horses killed—eight of
them by a single shell, a fragment of which
clipped tlie ears off another horse as smoothly
as it done by a knife.
Capt. Gerrish of the 1st
S. H. battery was wounded, and hud 18 horses
killed. Hall’s 2d Maine battery had acaission
blow n up, one piece disabled, and a number of
his men killed and w ounded. Both Stewart’s
and Gerrish’s batteries suffered in the loss of
men, but none so heavily a* the Maine 2d.

seven

make awful destruction.

1.,

......

Lincoln as a traitor; his remarks drew about
him a crowd, many of whom shouted kill him,
shoot him, Ac. He was Dually walked olf by

ployed
Company's
busy as bees in the summer time. The engines for the new gunboats are in a state of
forwardness, and will be ready by contract
time. They will be handsome, as well as massive pieces of machinery, and will reflect credit
upon

IT.

V..-L-

em-

Works

two.

Gen. Franklin suffered somewhat from flic
enemy’s shells while crossing the river. Had
lie remained a day longer, his position would
have been most perilous. One of our brigades
left its tents ami knapsacks behind in Freder-

as

The Battle of Prairie Grove—The Late Victory Greater than First Reported.

lecture of D. H.

Ingraham, Esq.,
before tbe Mechanic Association last evening,
upon the Island of Madeira, was an able and
!
interesting one, evincing that the author, in

Fayetteville, Ark. Dec. 15.
Tlie following additional particulars of tlie
battle of Prairie Grove have been received:
TheoDicial report puts tlie loss in killed and
hi; visit there, had made the best use of his
wounded in Herron’s command at 848; in
Blunt’s 152; total 995.
Later accounts insenses to discover everything that was of increase the rebel loss
to 2,700. and nearly 000
terest. He spoke of the situation ol the
by desertion. Thirty-live commissioned offiisland, its resources, government, character of
cers in Gen. Herron’s command were killed or
the people, their manners and customs, and
wounded.
8L Louis, Dec. 17.—Gen. Herron telegraphs
related incidents that occurred during his
to Gen. < ’urtis that tlie victory at Prairie Grove
visit The lecture was very handsomely dewas much more complete, an 1 tlie enemy’s
livered, and at its close the Association unani- loss far greater, than lirst reported. Over flfmously passed a vote of thanks to Mr. Ingra- teen hundred rebels were killed and buried by
us.
Tlicir wounded were found scattered
ham.
through the woods for miles in tlie rear of
IT. E. Like Insurance Company.—In
their position, which had been carried during
the action, and left when they retreated.—
another column will be found the advertisement
Many consequently died for want of attention.
of this old and popular institution, of which
Our cavalry pursued tlie retreating rebels
J. W. Munger, Esq., is agent for this city. We
closely, driving them beyond Van Horen.
The position and condition of our forces are
have taken pains to look into the official re- I
excellent.
Tlie campaign has been most brilport of the Insurance Commissioners of Massa; liant, reflecting great credit on the officers and
chusetts, and find that of nineteen companies, men of the army of the frontier.
foreign and domestic, doing business in that
State, the New England ranges ahead of them

the South
Federal Demonstration
Charleston—Alleged Federal Repulse
strength.
at Kingston, N. C.
New York, Dec. 18.
The expenses of the company are only 8.79
The following is a copy of a dispatch from
per cent of its receipts, while its actual assets :
dated
14th
Charleston,
inst., from a reliel paare 68.63 per cent, in excess of its computed
This morning tlie enemy’s gueboat* iu
; per:
liabilities.
Stono River, a few miles below tlie city, opened lire oil our pickets on James Island below
A Promenade
Promenade Concert.
Secessionville.
After flring fifty shells withof
for
the
benefit
sick
and
wounded
out effect they departed.
concert,
Tlie demonstration
soldiers, will be given at the new City Hall is considered as a feint to occupy the attention
of onr troops in this neighborhood.
this evening. The price of tickets is fixed at
Mty. Gen. Evans, commanding the rebels at
the low sum of tweuty-flve cents. It ii to lie
Kingston, N. C., telegraphed to Adjt. General
hoped that the truly noble acd patriotic object Cooper, at Richmond, on tlie 14t!i inst., as follows :
for which this concert is got up will fill the
Gen. Foster attacked Kingston, N.C., yeshall; and thus, while those who attend enn
terday, with 15,000 men and nine gunboats. I
or
the
or
in
the
dance,
music,
engage
enjoy
fought them ten hours, and have driven them
conversation, the poor sick or wounded sol- back to their gunboats. His army is still in
my Iront.”
dier will reap some benefit from the small pitFrom

—

near

all in all the elements of success and

bankrupt

Changes,

Appointments,
the Navy.

Ac.,

in

PROCEEDINGS OF CONGRESS.

The Porter and McDowell Court Martials.
Washington, Dec. 18.
The Naval Retiring Roarii, which lias been

in session in New York, will hold its annual
meeting in Washington on and utter Monday,
the 22d inst.
Urig. Gens. Strong and Uusteed have been
relieved from duty in New York and ordered
to report for tiny, the former to Gen. Grant, In
the department of Tennessee, and the latter to
Gen. Dix, at Fortress Monroe.
Lieut. Commander Wilton Haston hat been
ordered to a command in the Western Gulf
Rlockadiug Squadron; Lieut. Commander
Hopkins to the command of the steamer Saginaw, at San Francisco; Lieut. Commander
Burnham has been detached from the Bienville
and ordered to the steam sloop Sacramento;—
Master Henry C. King of the Fredouia, promoted to acting volunteer lieutenant; acting
assistant surgeon Thomas Meckley lias been
ordered to the Ladona; acting assistant surgeon Frank Clark has been ordered to the
Currituck.
The hill to facilitate proof for the allowance
of pensions submitted to-day by Senator Lane
of Indiana, empowers the Secretary of the Interior to designate officers authorized by local
laws to administer oaths, who may take and
certify all applications for pensions, and administer all necessary oaths, and render unnecessary any further establishment of the
right to pension in a court of record. Such
uiuv\.9

uiv

uiuuv

ouwjw

n

lint

$5000 and imprisonment lor from

UI

given

for admission.

“Zozodont.”—In
will be found

our

something

Arrival of Wounded Soldiers at Washington.

special

Washington. Dec. 17.

notice column

in relation to this

Three steamboats arrived tills

morning from
up between 1000 anil
2000 wounded soldiers and several corpses.—
A few of tlie wounded were dangerously so,
but tlie majority were aide to walk to the hospitals. A great number of the wounded were
sent to Point Lookout.

ar-

Aquia Creek, bringing

We have tried it, and cordially agree
with hundreds of others in this city who have
used it, in pronouncing it one of the best and
ticle.

articles for the teeth and gums
that has been introduced to the public. Sammost

fragrant

The Mississippi Expedition Delayed by
Neglect.
New York, Dec. 18.
The Times’ Washington dispatch states that
it lias leaked out at last that the quartermaster’s department must bear tile blame for tlie
ueiay in me loug-iuntca 01 expedition down
the Mississippi, in consequence of the lailure
to furnish supplies ol coal in season.

ples of it can be had gratis at II. H. Hay's
Apothecary establishment, junction of Free
and Middle streets.
From ax Escaped Prisoner.—Dr. Pat-

captured by the rebels at the
battle of Bull Run, and who subsequently
made his escape from Dixie, will relate some
of his experiences, while in their hands, at Mechanics’ Hall to-morrow evening. It will lie
worth listening to, as showing what is the disposition of the rebels towards Northern people.

terson, who

was

Due of

merchants informs us that
the rise on a single hale of sheeting, which
lay in his store a few weeks since, was something more thin a hundred and twenty-five
dollars—[Lewiston Journal.

Cy-We regret to state that Lieut. Joseph
H. Perley, Jr, of Co. E, 10th Maine Regiment, who recently returned from the army

~

A

family

Island, Jonesport,

Beal’s

of parents and seven children, named Wallace,
were attacked by diptheria, of which the fasick, died at the residence of iiis father yester- ; ther and six children died within a few days,
leaving Only the mother and one child.—[Maday. Lieut. Perldy was a young man, highly i chins I'uiou.
respected in this community, and his loss will
£jy"Thc Maine Farmer, having the largest
be mourned by his numerous friends. His
circulation of any paper in the State, unless
funeral will take
at 2 o'clock

place

Saturday.

MfThe horse and buggy lielonging to
Babcock’s livery stable, which was supposed
to have lieen stolen from Tyng street Wednesday evening, were subsequently found in Danforlh street, the buggy upset and slightly damaged.
Gift Books.—We would ask attention to

the advertisement of Mr. II. Packard, who

splendid assortment of books suitable
for gifts for Christinas and New Year. From
the tiny book for the child, to the ponderous

except the Transcript of this city, has
raised its price to V- a year in advance.
The
Farmer is an excellent paper, aud deserves to
we

thrive.

sar*‘‘Haverhill,’’ one of the army correspondents of the Boston Journal, is Rev. J. W.
Hanson, formerly editor of the Augusta Farmer, aud now chaplain of the Massachusetts
“Bloody Sixth.” Mr. Hanson writes us that

|
|
1

he has nut seen an uncomfortable moment rendered so by illness, since he left home, and
that his regiment has not received so much as

has a

tome, you

can

be accommodated at his counter.

jy-A letter from the Quartermaster of the
17th Maine Regiment, states that in the battle
at Fredericksburg on Saturday last the loss in
that regiment was one killed and nineteen

j

a

scratch from the

S in the

van at

rebels, though

act was then taken up.
Mr. Foster favored its passage.
On motion of Mr. Grimes a resolution was
adopted directing the Secretary of War to inform the Senate of whom the transports
Thames. Niagara and Nymph were chartered,
and by what agent of the War Department
they were chartered; also what officers examined said vessels as to their sea worthiness.

Adjourned.
UUIBG.

to five

Mr. Train offered a resolution to appoint a
select committee to inquire if any government
employee is engaged in any banking firm for
dealing in stocks, <fcc.
Objections were made by Maynard and

years for conniving at fraud in these applications.
The bill of Representative Aldrich to indemnify the State of Minnesota for expenses
incurred in connection with tlie recent Indian
disturbances, appropriates 8100,000 for that
purpose.
Tlie Postal appropriation for the coming
year amounts to $12,090,000. This does not
include the appropriation for the California
Central route, for which a special grant of one
million was last year made, which it is presumed will be required.
Representative Bingham's bill introduced
to-day to remit certain ]>cnaities for non-compliance witli the terms of contracts with tlie
Navy Department, is to relieve from disabilities in consequence of the proclamation of tlie
blockade, the increase of imports and laying
of revenue duties, <fcc.
In the Porter Court Martial to-day. Lieut.
Col. Fred Myers and Major S. F. Barstow
were the only witnesses.
Their testimony was
brief, and had reference merely to the character of the night of the 27th of August.
In the McDowell Court of Inquiry, the testimony of Col. Myers, Chief Quartermaster on
McDowell’s staff, related to the seizure of the
pro|ierty of both loyal and disloyal owners to
satisfy the immediate wants of the troops,
which could uot line otherwise been supplied.
As to whether certificates of compensation
had been properly or improperly furnished for
such seizures, he could not certainly say, the
hook containing that information having been
lost in the attack at Catlett's station, though
he knew of an instance wherein a loyal citizen
had been suitably indemnified, lie further
stated that a quantity of goods marked C. S.
A. had been taken from the possession of
Peleg Clarke, but no certificate was cither
given by him nor required. He had no personal acquaintance with Clarke, nor did he
desire any. After a few moments secret session, the Court received series of letters from
McDowell, referring to his conduct in the
campaign of the Shenandoah, many of which
were read,
and the remainder deferred to
another day.

Brigham.

extracts

one

of the most remarkable

publish
days.
SJP” The editor of

I

wounded.
lent order for skating.

the

that all of them “are

Large numbers went
yesterday to avail themselves of the Hue
bracing weather to exercise on their skates.

Boston

the Union."

commander,

and

Let all men
is

positive

states that Lieut. C. L.
of tile r,tli Maine regiment, whose
has been amputated, is ill the Seminary

Hospital, Georgetown, doing well.
Ey~ The Kennebec Journal of last week
has a three column article on “The New Democratic Philosophers—the Portland Advertiser their leading organ in
Maine.’’—[Lewiston
Journal.

hereafter take note
as a

military

evidence of disunion

I#*' Hon. Hubert J. Walker

terly Secretary

Journal

it finds evident-

i

Polk.

j

ered

I

a

of the

was

the mas

Treasury under

Mr

One of his annual reports w as consul
masterpiece, and was long quoted b..

Democrats

as a

text-book

on

matters of na

tional revenue and finance. The Washingtoi
Chronicle says Mr. Walker is preparing ai
elaborate paper in support of the financial pol
icy of Mr. Chase, and remarks, “the harmon;
of feeling between the two great Secretariei
of the Treasury of Polk and Lincoln is signif.

cant.”

LANCASTER HALL.

wanted.

MEN’S

French Calf Boots.
PlumerLast,83.00
outside tap-sole.“
3.50
.«

"

on

Ladies’ Calf Balmorals,
Ladies’ French Call'Balmorals. Plumer
Ladies’ English Goat Tap-Sole do.

43, 45 6c 47 Union Street.
C'y'Do not purchase a pair unless a trade stamp is
each pair. All others are imitations.
Portland, Dec. 9.1862.
dec9 3weod

on

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,

Dancing to

A clianie's
at

«

lM'*>«»r<is-plaoed

By

J.

I

CEO F.
be,d °f

Portland. Dec. llthTS*

gr«w

street,

fair

at

Portland, Dec.

_.

Bakery,

HARRIS BROTHERS,
202 Fore Street.

i*
u.r
doel2
isedtf

FOB Si.41.!'.

30(><XMn,^AWEi>p,i,#
SHOOKS
6.000 Sncrar Box

_

SPRUCE DIMENSION,all wires.

head of

Hobson's Wharf
HAMLEX,
Office on Hobson's Wharf.

sep4tt

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD !
found in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
close application to business, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.

FURSM

*

BOARDS—Fitted

and

Rough

OUTSIDE SASHES

on

1

hand.

A LUO

■

HoUon’f Wharf, foot of High Street.
d3m

^

oc30

NEW FALLGOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.
AT-

Middle Street.

ROLLINS & BOND
HAVK BKKN

Cloths,

Which they offer at

Price* to suit the Time* !
1

UT'Call in before purchasing ebeaWere, and
yourself ?

Joseph Coolidge,

Destruction of steamer Cairo by

Tornado.
Cairo, III., Dec. 18.
The following is a special dispatch to tlie N.
Y. Herald:—Oil Friday last the gunboat*
Cairo. Marmora and Signal, wbiie ascending
the Yazoo river, reached a point a mile below
Haynes’ Bluff, when a torpedo exploited under
the Cairo, shattering her bow. and she sunk in
fifteen minutes in lorty feet of water, and cannot be raised.
Tlie Cairo was one of the first
seven iron-clad gunboats built for service for
Western rivers, and participated in the captures of Forts Henry and Donelson.
a

Chicago, 111., Dec. 18.
A special Cairo dispatch says the gunboat
Cairo went twenty-one miles below the mouth
of the Yazoo river on Friday last, and was
blown up by a torpedo and sunk in six fathoms
of water. No one was hurt, but tlie boat and
entire armament and outfit was lost. It is
thought that the torpedo was set off by a galvanic bat tery on the bluff opposite.
Steamer Niagara Condemned.—Fire.
New York, Dec. 18.
The steamliont Niagara, which bad the 50th
Massachusetts Regiment on board, was iaspccted yesterday at Philadelphia, and condemned.
The coal oil and petroleum store of J. S.
Stanton, corner of Maiden Lane and Water
streets, was partially destroyed by fire tonight. Loss heavy.
New York Market.
New York, Dec. 18.
Cotton—a shade easier; sales 600 bale* at 68 a: 66]

Sax Francisco, Dec. 17.
dates of the Hlii have been received.
New discoveries had been made on Boise
river, wbieli are said to rival in richness the
Salmon river mines.
The Victoria Chronicle says 1700 pack
animals died at Caribos recently. The snow
was over a foot deep.
Botli Houses of the Nevada Legislature
have passed a corporation bill, which requires
tliat a majority of the stock of ail mining
companies to ho owned by actual residence of
the territory, anti all company ollices to be located. It was passed under the influence of
an intense and loyal pressure.
Most of the
stockholders now reside in San Francisco, and
all the officers are located here. Strict compliance with the provisions of the bill would
materially increase the population of Nevada.
The Governor may veto it. It is also contended that it is unconstitutional

for middling

Oregon

uplands.

Flour—sales I2,2l>0 bbls; State and Western let*
active: 8u|>ertiiie State 5 75 §695: Extra do 6 10 (cj
6 26; Round Hoop Cliio 6 70 « 6 80; Western 6 8> ••
6 60; Southern unchanged, sales 1600 bbls; Mixed to
good 6 90 rt 7 lO: Fancy aud extra 7 30 « 900; Canada less active, sale#850 bbls; Extra 6 20 a 8 25.

Chicago

Wheat—less active, sales 90,«tf>0 bu ;
spring
1 22 a: 1 30; Milwaukee* club 1 2*> « 1 34; Winter Red
1 44; Wliito Michigan 1 62; White
Western 1 4»»
Genessee 1 65.
Corn—less active, sales 46,000 bu; Mixed Western
76] 5 77.
Beef-—steady, sales 300 bbls; Mess 9 00 « 10 00.
Pork—closed active and firmer; Meat 14 00.
Whiskey—-ales 600 bbls at 384 a 39.
Rice—qiiiet and steady, sales^J0 bags Java at 6}.
Sugar—dull: Havana 9}.

Coffee—dull.

Molasses—dull.
Oils—Petroliuiu firmer, sales 200 bbls; ('rude at 40;
600 bbls refiued at 62} & 63.
Freights to Liverpool—dull; flour Is 10}d; grain 9d.

JOHN

No. 27 Market

Army in
j

Fortress Moxroe, Dec. 17.
This morning the Baltimore mail boat brought
down 103 confederate prisoners captured at
Antietam, many of whom were wounded. The
flag of truce boat Metamora left this afternoon
witlt them and altmit 100 others for City Point,
in charge of Capt. Alexander Mann.
There is no truth whatever in the reports
that Gen. Banks or Gen. Emery is co-operating in North Carolina with Gen. Foster and
the troops ill Gen. Dix’s department.
It is rumored here that J. C. Jones, Charles
Davis, 1). N. Curtis, Mr. Phillips and one other
have been captured by the rebels, while on
their way from Norfolk to Elizabeth City.
They had goods to the amount of $20,000 on
board a schooner in tow down the canal.

Illinois Central scrip. 78
Michigan Southern guaranteed. 83
Michigan Southern. 38}
Michigan Central,. 89
Pacific
New York Contral,.
103}
Erie .614
Hudson. 77#
Galena & Chicago,. 814
Pennsylvania Coal
American Gold,.132i
United States 6's 1881 coupons.1034
United States demand
T/<*»sury 7 3-lOths.103#
Tenm*ssee6’s,. 63\
Missouri 6’s. 67 j

Mail.132}

Compauv.116]

notes.127]

95

Holidays jire
Largest and

GIFT

—

in the

Coming!

Best

Assortment

of

BOOKS,

IT.

bo found at

PACKARD’S,
Xo. til

!

city—is to

AND

Exchange Street.

PHOTOURAPHir ALBUMS—of every variety of
binding—a very large assortment, at the low-

Soldiers’ Relief

Association,

No. 275 F Street,

«ARDIIER &

j

Opposite the Custom Houst,

Nava on hand, and are dailr
receiving the Lif.
UTSud MOST DHIKABLX 1TYLU Of

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

..

Fancy Docwkins
ALSO,

Communications to be addressed to
J. W.
Maine State
^

^

and

stock.

WANTED, NOW!

!

•

Gentlemen’s
which

.'liUU It

MOSES
nov27

Importers

Foreign

and Wholesale

TO

Pianos, Pianos !
A RARE CHANCE!
Will be on
a raw days

NO. 162 MIDDLE STREET,

COM
Direct from the manufactory of
LIGUTE

Dry Goods,

fifth

OYSTERS just received at 80
T. S. HATCH’S,
giillon. at
Fresh

dec 15 2w

No. 116

fifth
mat*

Exchange

per

Nos. 54 aud 56 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman.

Seth B. Mersey.

Window

Schs. “J. Freeman” and “Lookout” have arrived
OYSTERS. For sale at the old prick, at

with

This day
sale at

80

arrived,

a

CENTS
At

lot of

PER GALLON,
ATWOODS,
305 Congress Street.

Portland, Dec. 13.

Land in
r

FRESH OYSTERS,

for

ed2w

Franklin,

Me.
con-

EXCHANGE

House.

iug leased the building,

Exchange Street,

and fitted it up

to wait upon
generally, at oil

anew. 1 am now ready
customer* aud the public

luxuries of the day.
JOHN ROBINSON.

Portland. Dec. 16. 1*62.

AT

Exponas,
directed, from the lion. Ashvr Ware, Judge
PURSUANT
of the United State* District Court, within and for
to a

STONEHAM'Sj

No. 168 1-2 Middle St.

Writ of Venditioni

said District of Maine, I shall expose and sell at
Vendue, to the highest bidder therefor, the following property and merchandise at the time and
within
said District, as follows, vii:
place
At the Custom House Hcilmxo on Fors Street,
in Portksnd, on Friday, the twenty-sixth day of
cembrr current, at 11 o'clock .4. M.,

public

Portlaud, Me.

dec 12 eod3m

INTERNAL REVENUE.

Ten Thousand Four Hundred
First Collection Distrirt,

to

me

Vlaine.

Clgtn*

Tlie same having been decreed forfeit to the United
Stall** in the District Court for said District, and ordered to be sold, aud the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this tenth day of December, A D. IMS.
F A QUIN BY.
U. S. Deputy Marshal, District of Maine,
dec 10 d lot

of the Act of Con-

pay
support
public debt,” appro vet 1 July 1st. lSd2. 1 hereby give notice that I have received from the Assessor
of the First Collection District in the State of Maine,
the annual Listsnt Taxes and Duties assessed in the
nue to
ou the

month of September, and the mouthlv List tor the
months ot October and November, 1*62; that the
said Taxes and Duties have become due and payable,
and that I will be in attendance at my office, over
Store No. 92 Commercial Street, Portland, from the
Hrst to the fifteenth dny of January. 1*13. for the
purpose of receiving said taxes, ami granting Li,
censes to all person* within that portion of the First
A HDDistrict included in the County of Cumberland.
ami
attcution
to
I
flirt
her
call
the
And
notice,
TRUSS
following provisions ot the Act:
“All persons who shall neglect to pay the duties
attention to the application •
Devotes
aud faces, so as aforesaid assessed upon them, to the
TRUSSF." to Adult* and Ubildreu.
Collector or Id-* Deputies, within the times Above
shall be Habit to pay ten per r> utum cuUliBRAUES and ELASTIC STOCK
ttonaf noon the amount thereof."
jy(,.* constantly ou hand.
isoclS
And I would also call attention to the following
The Poor'liberally considered.
provisions of the said Act, respecting Licenses:
“If any person or persons shall exercise or carry
Insurance
Omui
on any trade or business hereinafter mentioned. ft>r j
ANNUAL MEETING
the exercising or
ou which trade or husiueaa
a liceuse is required by this act, without taking out
Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Comor
office of
such license as in that behalf required, he, she,
pany are hereby notified to meet at the
forfeit
they shall, for every such offence,
the fifth day of Jauuwy,
said Company on
a peu&lty equal to ihree times the amount <f the duty
1363. at 3 o'clock PM. tor the purpose of chooaing
or sum of money imposed for such license."
seveu Directors tor the eusuing year, and the traneNATM L J MILLER.
action of any other business which may then be •Collector of 1st Collection District
gollv acted upon.
R
in the .State of Maine.
GEO. A. WRIGHT. Secretary.
dtf
^
Portland. Dec. I3tb. P**2Portland. I>ec 10. 1*«

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

THOS. G. LOSING,

Apothooar y
_

give

PRACTICAL

FITTER,

personal

SHOULDER

specified,

Company.

B

Nos 17 A 10
my former
hours, with all the

Exited States of America, \
District of Maine, ss.
)

put up at short notice,

of the

average, about five thousand of stumof spruce, hemlock and pine, besides
pane
much hard wood, aud a go d growth ot young,thrifty juniper—a pond or lake, near the ceutTc, o about
1000 acres, with a good waterpower at its outlet.—
This pond flows, by the prescut dam. about 1000 acres
of meadow, which can be put iuto grass, to great advantage, by withdrawing the flow age.
The Mill is but a short distaucc from tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
the present owners, who reside at a distance, aud the
lana will be sold at an immense bargain to any one
who has the faculty aud iuclinatiou to manage It.
For further information apply to C’ol. J. L. Lawrknck. or to
LEVI BARTLETT k CO.,
dec 16 dlawSw
No. 2 Long Wharf, Bowroit.

Eating

I'. 8. nunhal'* Sale.

OKDEK.

provisions
pursuance
entitled “An Act to provide Internal ReveIXgress
the Government aud
the interest

15,000 Acre*! of Land—supposed to

MERCHANTS’

TO

STOKE SHADES, of all dimension,, made, lettered and

fif^$ |

*

Sinus, Banners, Ornamental and
Fanry Faiutiun.
EXECUTED

JAMES FREEMAN.

Shades,

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS.

85 Federal Street,

Oysters.

praises.

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

Street.

fifth °ysiers- fifth
East of Elm House.
decl3 2wised

ang20dfcwtf

if BRADRCRY,.X£W YORK.

whose established reputation of thirty years renders
the superiority of their Pianos familiar as “household
words.”
These instruments sing their own
Any
person desirous of obtaining a superior 1‘iano for
a very little money, should call and examiue these
instruments, as they muft and will be sold.
Their agent will take great pleasure in showing the
beauties of these instruments to any and aii who
mav fn or Mb with a call.
£y~Kocollcct this is a rat e chance, and for a few
E. II. OSBORN,
daysouly.
Agent for the Manufacturers.
Every Piano sold with the written guarantee of
the Makers.
decS dtf

ItVmCTl RERS A\B JOBBERS OF fLOTBIA*,

Oysters, Oysters!

exhibition and fbr salt fbr
only, iu the Store

choice Assortment of

Dealers in

and Domestic

St.,

Uf Staika.

HMCCI*

A

74 Middle

TUROUGH TICKETS

a

WOODMAN, TRIE

GOULD,

dtf

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to aH parts of
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. rlu. all
tie- mo.t popular route, sad at the toirejf Bottom
ratrt. for sale by
W. D LITTLE. Agent,
tint.2.
dtf
office 31 Exchange 8t.

not 21

KlkluLM fcs—J. B. Brown & Sou, Portland.
VV. VV. Thomas,
A. K. Shurtleff,
'*
S.J. Smith,
VV. J. Emmet, New York.
Harris, lley I A Co., Philadelphia.
dec2 d k w3w24

doclH tf

!

20 HOUSES, at price, from ,1000 to $6000.
MU HOUSE LOTS, at prices from 82U0 to <3000.
2.000,000 feet of El. ATS.
1.UU0.IJ0O feet of I-AND
2 STOKE LOTS ou Commeicial Street.

SlISSKRAET,

1«V

Estate,

CRIAT CIAMT FOR BAKUNS BEFORE Til RISK!

G-OOX>S,

iiut

Furnishing Goods,

will sell

INVESTMENTS

jy Call before purchasing elsewhere.

KKA.NKLI5 ( ARIKR.

we

Real

CAPES, COLLARS, IlUFFS, CLOAKS,
Forwarding & Commission Merchants, i
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, 4c,4c.,
nu. 24 nl Vtn XI HttT,
all of which will be sold on the most reasonable terms.
CLISTON FURBISH.

clothing,

at price* to suit the time*.
Portland. Nor. 19, 1862.
dtf

-CONSISTING OF-

CHICAGO.

Styles of

-AND-

Manufacturer, has on hand,
manufacturing from the best

PUR

and Caasimerc*.

FULL STOCK OF THK

Latest

All the Latest Styles of

Agent, Washington, f>. C.

A

READY-MADE

IMPORTER
and is constantly

HATHAWAY,

CLINTON Fl’KBISII A CO„

Ha\

7,500 MINK,
4,000 FOX,
0,000 MUSK HAT.
Highest price, paid at HARRIS' HAT STORE,
t >ec. K—2\ved
Opposite Po,t-otfiee.

Martin Brimmer,
tienrge B. Emerson,
William Appleton,
Richard Frothingham,
George S. Ilillard,
Patrick Donahoe.
F. W. Lincoln, Jr.

The objects rtf the Association are—
1—To secure to soldiers or sailors, and their families, any claim* for pay or pension, Ac at the least
cost to the claimant.
2—To protect soldiers or sailors, and their families,
from imposture and fraud.
3—To prevent false claim* from being made against ;
the Government.
4.—To give gratuitous advice and information to
j
soldier* anti sailors or their families needing it.
K9T The Board of Director* supervise and control |
the entire business of the Association, and the char- i
acter and standing of those gentlemen will be a guarantee to the public that the business of the society
will be conducted with fidelity and economy.
All application* relating to the business ot the Association, whether by letter or in person. should be t
made to
U. TRACY Ho WE. Secretary,
No. 11 Railroad Exchange.Boston
decl5eod4w

GEORGE A.

BROW1?,

At 02 Middle Street,

□

NO. 120 MIDDLE 8THEET,

est prices.

rr-< ’all and examine this Stock before purchasing
decl6 tjanl
elsewhere.

j
j
|

—

on an
to an acre,

JUVENILES, cfco.

Arms and

MIDDLE STREET.

oc29dtf

OBJECTS.

AGE.tCk

HAI\t:

tain.
ABOU

The

Square,

where he will execute iu an artistic manner all kinds
of ORNA MENTAL FAINTING, such as Signs,Curtains, Banners, Landscapes, F'igures, Flowers, Scroll
Work, kc.
A long and thorough apprenticeship to the medianical branch of the business, and several years study
of the higher branches of the Art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the
most elegant styles, and he hopes by diligence and
constant attention to business, to merit the patronage of the public.
ZfT’i 'ARh SIGNS of all varieties painted to
order.
JOHN B. HUDSON. Jr.,
No. 27 Market Square.
dec4 d4w

No.

Second Hoard—Stocks aetive and better.
Chicago & Koek Island. 804
Cleveland & Toledo. 89}

FROM FORTRESS MONROE.

JR.

-HAS REMOVED TO-

Stock Market.

New York. Dec. 18.

II l O S O N

B

Atkinson,
(Quincy A. Shaw,
Charles E. Norton,
Geo. Wm. Bond,
James Freeman Clarke,

hi

;or

DIRECTORS:

Edward

Clothing,

FURNISHING GOODS,

WAR-CLAIM ASSOCIATION

Judge Hoar.

RECK1VINO

New and Desirable Stylet of

!

Removal.

■■

200 Bblf. Choice Brand FLOUR, for
family use, by
RUFUS DEE RING,

FURS!!!

_

Adjourned.

by

,0.18«W,UJA* L ^ffONfor wale bv

liCI.

tV

Street,
ON Commercial
Inquire of J. II.

*

-ale

n-laasca,

a.a

®

wav

prices—for

! ‘)|Mk 1IHDS. 8WEET CLAYED,
mtyJyJ

or rooms suitable for a memanufacturer's work shop
330 Congress street.
dec 17 dis3w
or

o

Wb%

Flour,
BRANDS of Western and Canada
^[FLOUR
THE
* amity
at
be found at 872 Con-

THE

five years, he has returned to his native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in

FOSTER,

L“i0°

Flour.

uo\24

TO LET.
Easterly Tenement of the Uouse on Spring
Street, known as the Kolfe House Enquire of
Gct.27.-dtf
S. j ANDERSON.

undersigned would inform his old friends

Street

,

'hnnnnu

SMALL HALL,

Again!”

Washington

•«

Board..
L‘ine Shipping
spruce Plank.
< »eop Pine Boards.

TO LET.

#

««

can

Inquire

the

tiica-nw

Spruce ( iapboards.
100,000 Extra Cedar Shingles.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

CHAS. DAY, Jr.

!

Aui|nt««ta
Union

JK’JJS wl! "C

Band.

imwlle

at 8 o’clock.

commeuce

(

••

*£$!$.
25,000 *??*

IF

Location of Mining Companies.

Ammunition for Rebels furnished
by British.
New York, Dec. 18.
The steamer Gry Chien, which put back
here lor repairs, arrived this morning from
Bermuda 14th inpt. She reports British neutral steamers Pbeobe, Hornet, Plekney, Justitia and Merrhuac as in port all loaded with
arms, ammunition and stores for the rebels.—
The British neutral steamer Carombla, which
was boarded by tin* Tuscarora near
Fayal,
sailed from St. George ostensibly for Trinidad,
but undoubtedly to run the blockade. She is
a very fast side wheel steamer.
Her hull,
masts, rigging, *c.. are painted lead color.

Music by Chandler's t^r a

114 NXiddle Street.

rpilE

'‘billips,

8ln‘,e *«*•*■.

POCKET DIARIES lor 1863.

“Home

60
05
50

A Grand. Ball!
W

liolesale

f-qsass******—

2d.

CHRISTMAS

on

l&* ”*• ^S^OFFtCE.

At H

HAI.L,

EVE, on which occasion there will bo extra
Dancer. The fifth will be on SEW
YEAR'S EVE
with extra dances, to ilance the old
year out and
the New \ ear in. The course will close
with

stele^tj: H."£b< rick-

He

Discovery or New mines in Oregon.

North Carolina.

|

Dec. 6th,

MERCHANDISE,

on

The fourth Assembly will be

coming

£

ASSEMBLIES

I. A N C A 8 T E R

Portland,

^

Og

wrst.ru

w^iz^'vSS&'gi
was

Shirt*,

CALIFORNIA-

with

SIX

COUI18K

Tuesday Evening. December

|

STREET.

SHAW’S,

in Louisiana.

Co-operating

WILL OIVK A

house in the
vicinity „f !

a

The Friends of Temperance

commencing

New patterns of Silver Fruit Knives and Silver
Napkiu Kings: work-boxes, writing desks, port folios,reticules, ladies and gents' dressing cases, ladies companions, brush and comb boxes, segar cases, gents’
small hand trunks, checkerand backgammon boards,
chess men, dominoes, jack-straws, ladies’ tine travelling bags, portmonnaies, shell and pearl card cases,
PHOTOGRAPHH’ ALBUMS, ladies and gents’
skates, parlor skates,boys’ clients of tools, meersnaum
pipes, do cigar holders, girls and boys sleds—together with a large ansortment of Children's Tots.
E VERGREEXS by the yard, aud in wreaths.

FURS!

CoT. Jonas French, Provost Marshal, has
issued an order that all persons arriving at
New Orleans be required to take the oath of
allegiance before landing.
The rebels on the opposite side of the lake
were conscripting, and out of eighteen who
crossed on the Passes, sixteen were levied and
in the rebel army.

not

AT

PH.ESEXTS.

iseodtjanl

to purchase,
WANTED
part of the City, in the

ENGINE!

BV

foreign intervention.

Gen. Banks

A

Christmas and New Year’s

AX

decl8 dlw*

House Wanted.

From Barniimi Aquaria! Gardens..
Boston
EfFor particulars we Programmes.
JOHN GKAF'F'AM, Business
Manager.
B
decl6 6t

C. F. THRASHER & CO.,

extensive assortment of Goods for the
Holidays, consisting of

S*

—

Spinners,

STEAM

Sooth

od2m

SSrif

-AND-

GLASS

ueci>5 t

I,OST !

TBOUI'E OF
Cilass Workers,
Glass

“-fr-

-___

UNION

therefore make no corns or bunions, and those who
are suffering with those troubles will find
great relief by wearing the Plumer Boots. We have a full
assortment of Plumer Boots, made with the principle fully carried out.

dec8

Berwick Tdaine.

t-tlupsiluyA Stitui-iiuy Afternoons.

Fancy

"'.?,i n!l.o
uh
cither

nr!*,1

t07l^te*.BPdTtV^ gi"
'V°°DWARD-

oc25tf_JOHN

New Yoke, Dec. 18.
The steamer Cahawba, from New Orleans
10th, has arrived. Among her passengers are
the Hon. B. F. Flanders and Mr. Halen, members of Congress from Louisiana.
Gen. Butler, finding that the fund raised for
tlie poor was exhausted, has levied an assessment, amounting to $20,000. upon the cotton
brokers who advised the planters not to send
their produce to market, in order to -induce

FROM

W

mak»“~^'!^JSf’
o£,™

|».rson having means, to
cotton or woolen—and ghare the
U..t of reference a.
®

--ALSO-

82.00
2.26
2.00

Last,

-pert.
bu*

without capital, wishes to

some

-COMMENCING-

Are perfectly easy when first put on,require no breaking in, do not distress the feet at all One can walk
all day and not feci tired in the ankles or feet. They
conform to the natural organization of the feet—

MIDDLE

O ft L V !

Wednesday Evening, Bee. 17th, 1902.

PLUMER PATENT BOOTS.

114

ft I ft H T S

LINE7'

Ootton Brokers for Belief
of Poor.

Conscription

4.00
6.00

**

made,

Ladies9 Balmoral Roots.

House.

Assessment

custom

FIVE

Steamship*.

ism 1

Their exhibition is

the

of thr

fully committed to negrugainst the restoration oj

that lack of faith in McClellan

Downes,
arm

removal of McClellan,

emancipation,

KTThe Glass Blowers give a beautiful
Pipe, worth $5,IX), to the homeliest man in the
Hall, this evening. Dec. 19, to be awarded by

jy“ The Washington correspondent of

few

the Machias Union i'

logicians
Republican

out

committee of ladies.
well worth attending.

a

age. In the fact that the
paper"
of Washington and Hancock counties endors-

Skating.—The basin is said to be in excel-

a

from his letter in

will

We

vTaNTS5

Plumer Boots! Plumer Boots!

The bill which gives relief to loyal men
To L«l.
whose slaves have been abstracted of wrongChamber in the northerly corrpiIE commodious
fully taken, was reported Imek from the com"f the new brick block, orner of
ill. BRADISH.
Lime and
Milk streets, directly
mittee with tlie recommendation that it do not
taciug the market. Rent ow
GOOD FAMIL F FLOUR by the barrel, or in less
at office of
inquire
pass.
dec9 tf
quantities
OCEAN INSURANCE CO
q
Considerable debate ensued, Mr. Maynard
dtf
Sept. IS. 1M2.
Mo. 27 Exchange 8t.
contending that the measure was necessary to
“WHITE STAR
enable the military authorities to discriminate
To IsOt.
Of
between loyal men and traitors.
The large House on the corner of Mid*
Mr. Lovejov of 111., said be was weary of i
die and W illot Streets,
recently orcn*
by Mr*. C. A. Richard* a* a board*
this discussion, and said it was a shameless atSTEAM TO LONDON DIRECT.
pa*d house.
Possession
mg
immedigiven
on
the
of
slaveholders.
tempt
part
ately. For particular* euquireof^
The splendid, n.w and powerful
Mr. Wickliffe of Ky.—Do you call this a
C.
PKocnfk
A
"Mavrocokdatos,”
1,
Steamship
shameless attempt.
12 years, 1200 tons, fiOO horse
power—
.11 ilk Home for Kale.
Mr. Lovejoy.—I do.
T. S. Kweu, Commander, will leave
I'ortiuuu on or about the 20th lost. Has first rate
Mr. VV.—I am not surprised to bear that,
inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St..
accommodations
for
one
second
and
can
first,
hear of a chance to bnv a “MILK
from your standing and position on this floor.
passengers,
third class. For freirnt or pa**:ige apply to
ROUTE,” in which there i* not a customer who ha*
Mr. L. replied, characterizing it as a shameFREER. BOYD A CO.,
failed to pay hi* monthly bills. A favorable chance
less attempt on the part of the slaveholders to
British Consulate Office, Exchange Street.
is thu* offered to any one who mav wi*h to
engage in
dec9
the business, or to enlarge hi* present “route.”
get the army to turn themselves into the base
novl2 eodtf
business of chasing fugitive slaves, and the
gentleman from Kentucky has the effrontery
For Kale.
to appeal to the justice of republicans.
THE HOUSE on the corner of ProsAfter a long debate the bill was laid on the
Fine American Sable Fun!
pect and Casco streets—the basement
table—8d against 45.
finished for a .Store. A good stand for
FOB SAL* AT
On motion of Mr. Conklin of X. Y., it was
a family Grocer
resolved that the committee on Naval Affairs
136 MIDDLE STREET.
—ALSO—
I wo Lota of Land, one on Spring and one on
lie instructed to report whether letters of
Fitch
and
River
Sable
street.
Either
Sprue**
would
be exchanged for a
Fura,
marque ought to lie issued lor the purpose of
good Dwelling House.
FOB SALK AT SHAW'S.
capturing and destroying the pirate Alabama,
For particular* please apply at 127 Middle Street.
and other vessels of a like character.
N. 1. MITCHELL.
Furs exchanged, nltered and repaired. I Portland
nov4 eodtf
The House then went into a committee oil
nov27 4wedis
the army appropriation bill.
Mr. Stevens of Penn., explained that the
Shirt*.
Protective
aggregate appropriations are 731 millions.
Mr. Mallory offered an amendment that none j
GENT
E
N
M
,
of the appropriations be devoted to encour- j
you want a cheap and perfect fitting shirt, please
ageinent of slaves to escape, or tor the support
FOR NEW
ENGLAND.
leave your inea-ure for Mrs. A. MOFFOTT** celeof emancipation or colonization of slaves.—
brated Oval Yoked Shirt*, made from the best cloths,
00.
aud good custom work, at the very lowest prices.
Disagreed to—yeas 33, nays
OFFICE.
The bill was then reported to the Ilotisc.and
N®. 11 R«ilr«adi Eirhnagr.Bsstoa.MaH.
jy Remember the place,
passed—107 against 3. Nays—May, Norton
MRS. A. MOPFOTT’*,
and Wicklitle.
CHIEF JUSTICE BIGELOW. President.
Tlie House into committee of the Whole, |
U» Ex. JOHN A. ANDREW,
lv.iee Presidents.
No. 27 Market Square,
and took up tile bill authorizing the testing of
AMOS A. LAWRENCE. I
Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs. Moflbtt, who
Anderson's breach loading cannon.
WALDO HIGOIXSOX, Treasurer.
will pay personal attention to the same. aul2eodtf
U. TRACY HOWE. Secretary
Messrs. Yeainan and Craven addressed the

FROM NEW ORLEANS.

it has been

Suffolk for three months.

act. and lor the reduction of duties

passed.
The bankrupt

our

on

ENTERTAINMENTS.

foreign crude oil.

CWV iu

one

presented in favor of the

was

—

tance

were

The bill to facilitate the proof for allowance
of pensions was referred.
'I'he bill providing for the protection of overland emigrants was referred.
The bill providing that commissioners be appointed to examine the military claim in Virginia, east of the Blue Ridge, was referred.
Mr Williamson offered a resolution that the
committee on the Conduct of the War inquire
into the facts relative to the recent battle at
Fredericksburg, and particularly as to what
officers are responsible for the assault made on
the rebel works; also for the delay in preparing to meet the enemy.
An amendment was adopted directing the
committee to raportthe result of their investigations to the Senate.
The resolution was then adopted.
The bill facilitating the discharge of disabled
soldiers, ami the inspection of convalescent
hospitals and camps, was taken up.
The first section was amended by striking
out that part allowing the selection of two
medical inspector generals and eight medical
inspectors trom the medical corps or surgeons
in the volunteer service.
Mr. foster moved to strike out the words
“under such regulations as may lie hereafter
established,” so that discharges might be made
immediately. He said it takes months to get
disabled soldiers out of the hospitals.
Considerable debate ensued.
Mr. Foster withdrew his amendment and
the bill was passed.
Mr. Grimes introduced a bill relative to
bounty to volumeer soldiers iu certain cases.—
Referred.
Mr. Sumner offered a resolution of inquiry
why Gen. Saxton was removed, from Hilton
Head. Laid over.
The bill to improve the cavalry organization

Daily Press.

FROM WASHINGTON.

following:

Death.—Miss Elizabeth South-

Petitions
on

Portland

MISCELLANEOUS.

SENATE.

TO THE

Gen. French went into the action with 7,000
gate, eldest daughter of Horatio Southgate,
men; to-uiglit, tw o days alter the battle, but
the
died
residence
at
of
Esq.,
1,200 men have reported to him.
quite suddenly
The entire loss in the corps of Gen. Couch,
her father in Scarhoro’, Wednesday night.
consisting of the divisions of Cfcus. Howard,
She retired to bed seemingly in her usual good
French and Ilancook, and which on the mornhealth. A short time after she had retired,
ing of the battle contained forty regiments,
her younger sister was alarmed by hearing | old and new, amounting at least to 20,000 men,
is about 10.000.
her gasping, and went to her bedside. Before
The loss in Gen. Reynold's corps of Frankany assistance could be rendered slie was a
lin's grand division, which was at tlrst supcorpse. Her death is supposed to have been
posed to he but 2,IKK), is to-night considered by
some of Gen. Franklin's stall' otlieers to he
occasioned by apoplexy, and it is supposed she
nearly 4.000.
was attacked with it before she threw herself
The following are the estimated losses in the
on her bed.
The deceased was a most amiable
three grand divisions:
The total in the right grand division 7,505;
lady, and iter sudden death will be severely
felt, not only by her parents, but also by the centre grand division 2.950; left grand division 3,050.
Total 13,505.
It is believed that
large circle of friends and acquaintances her these
figures will fall under rather than exceed
gentle manners and kind deportment had tile official reports.
Tlie report that Gen. Banks is not to opergathered around her. The funeral will probaate against Richmond, causes iutense dissatisbly take place on Saturday.
faction through the army.
Gen. Burnside will visit Washington to conAn Ancient Document.—At the office of
sult personally with the government, within a
the Press may be seen a curious and Interest-

ing,

BY TELEGRAPH.

•-

The Late Battle-Entire Federal Loss Estimated at 13,500—Dissatisfaction in the Army in Regard to the Banks Expedition.

then take up the civil docket. Writs of that
date, and afterwards, should bear his test.
Sudden

PAPERS.

m

I

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.
Washington, Deo. 18.

carrying

respectively.

THE

j

Monday,

RETURN

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

Expressly corrected

BOSTON,

OF

ON THE FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1862.

Book and Job Printing Office,
No. 821 EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

1. State the name of the Company. Manufacturers' Insurance Company.
Whore heated? Boston.
When incorporated* February 23,1822.
Amount of Capital?
#400,000
Amount of Capital actually paid in?
400,000
Number of shares, and par value of
each? 4000—#100.
7. Amount of fire risks outstanding*
8,612,764
8. Amount of marine risks outstanding*
7,887,491
9. Total amount of outstanding risks*
16,600,266
10. Amount of United State* stock or treasury notes owned by the Company?
State amount of eacli kind, and par value and market value of each.
20,000
United States 7 3-10 Bonds, p. v. per
share #100—m. v. #104,
20,000
11. Amount of State stocks? State amount
of each kind.and par value and market
value of each.
12. Amount ot bank Mtocks? State amount
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

STREET,

Kloor,

Second

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Proprietors of the Portland Daily Peers
respectftillv invite attention to their facilities for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

p.

v. m.v.

1276 shrs City Bank.Boston, 100

cost

BOOJ AND

ers

JOB PRINTING

117

64,006 32

92
90
95
65
102
108

44,108 00

76

80

11,002 00

10 shs North Bank, Boston,
43 shs Traders Bank,
250“ State Bank.
140“ Granite Bank,
168“ Eagle Bank.
160
Rail Road Bank,Low•*

ell.

Bay

100 shs

State

Fancy Types,

70

75
72

7,500 00

100

103

5.962 76

75

20 shs Market Bank, Boston,
60
New England Bank,

Boston,

14. Amount of railroad hoods? State am’t
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
#102,000 Bonds
Cheshire Rail Road, par value 100,market value 102,
15. Ca»h value of real estate owned by the

Business Cards of Every Variety
and Cost.

Style

Company,

16. Amount of cash ou hand, including advances on losses not adjusted ?
17. Am’t of cash in hands ot agents* None.
18. Amount loaned on mortgage of re#i estate?

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

38,283 03

172,000 00

20. Amount loaned without collateral?
63,766 31
21. Amount of all other investments?
12,000 00
22. Amount of premium notes on risks* ter•
minated?
6,237 189
23. Amouut of borrowed money .specifying
collaterals given for the same? None.
24. Amount oflosses due and unpaid ? None.
26. Amount of losses claimed
|
and unpaid?
_.
26. Amount oflosses reported
°*\C
upon which the liability f Qn®*«u11*
ot the Company is not de- 1
termined?
68,900 00
27. Amount of all other claims against the
None.
Company?
28. Amount of cash received for premiums
on tire risks?
68,729 69
29. Amount of cash received for premiums
on marine risks?
22,678 66
30. Amoirtit of notes received for premiums
on fire risks?
None.
31. Amount of notes received for premiums
on marine risks?
229,237 82
32* Amount of ca*h received for interest? 61,110 94
33. Amouut of income received from all
other sources?
2.936 08
34. Amount of file losses paid last year?
86.873 66
36. Amount of marine losses paid last year? 44.273 75
36. Amount of dividend- paid the last year? 12-*.000 00
37. Amouut paid for expenses of office?
14,274 24
38. A mount of other expenditures?
10,20000
39. Amount received in cash lor lire risks
not terminated?
70,710 42
40. Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risks? From 75perceut. to95
per cent, of premiums.
41. Amount of premium notes on risks not
terminated?
166,367 18
42. Amount of delinquent notes not charged to profit and loss?
26 00
43. Highest rate of interest received? Six
tier cent.
44. Highest rate of interest paid on money

THE

NEATEST

MANNER.

l®°n*jdered
m

Billets A Oiroulara in Every Variety of Type

)

BANK-CHECKS, NOTES. AND BILLS OF LASING.
r

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES & GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

Policies Printed and

Bound

for

Insurance Companies.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

borrowed?

Nothing.

46. How niauy shares of the capital stock
are pledged to the Company ?
None.
46. Balance to credit of profit and loss account?
282,248 34
47. Balance to debit of profit and loss account?
Nothing
48. How many shares of the capital stock
are owtie by the Company, or not subscribed for?
None.
49. What amount of the capital consists of
the stockholders' notes f
N thing.

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

And

Dispatch.

Bronze, Colored, and all .other kinds of

Printing,

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

No. 3 Exchange Street

ALL SORTS

OF HAND BILLS.

SURGEON

dew

LOAN TO THE TOWN OF

!U. 8

Cape Elizabeth.
purchase of Bonds issued by the town of Cape Eliz- j
aheth, to the amount of

on

Nic
Wood. (@
Teach
.3?(@ 4]
K‘‘d
.3] a 3]
.2 @
Sapan
Quercitron Bark.. .2]® 2J
Red Sanders.3 ® 6

Two Thousand Dollars,
eight year, time, at the rate of interest of five

per
The Bonds, with semi-annual
navable at Portland.
coupons,
JOSEPH 8. PICKETT, Treasurer.
Cape Elizabeth, Dee. 10,1862.
decll tdecvOanuum.
are made

per

f MECHANICAL

Artificial Teeth iuswted
canite base.

44

POKTLAXD, MK.

44

Gold, Silver and Vul-

on

Sndftvoc

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

TUBS Prime, for aaie by

J. F.

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Ploted If Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.
W AU kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
Bath

WERR8 t CO.

•et

in the best

manner.
or country
I. D. MERRILL.
JOHN BOND.

uporders in
All
city

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
And

undersigned

Bay. kc.

for heirs of Officers
in the U. S. service.

Theee
by
except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or
retail, at 26. Market Square,
MOKHlsoN A CO'8.

Invalid

j

These celebrated Scales are still made by the originventors, (and only by them.) and are constantly receiving ail the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
inal

led” tatei

Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay
3 cc.
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
c*£h •‘ension obtained. Five Dollars.
All C launs against the
Government will reca
prompt attention.
Post Office address

,J'rl.zt'r

BUTCHERS*. GROCERS*. DRUGGISTS', CON-

sep20dfcwl4tf

FECTIONEUS’ and GOLD

Beams, W eights, &c.,&c.
WEIGHING APPARATUS.
BY

—

corner

November. December, 1862, Januarv, February,
March and April, 1863—ftorn 2 to 6 o’clock P. M. on

of

BROWN,

Battery-march Street,
I3oston.

i

each of those da vs.
GEORGE E. B. JACKSON, 1
IRVING W. PARKER,
jt
Portland, Nov. 8,1862.

Sold in Portland by EMERY A WATERHOUSE.
8ubw:"b®r
d'
n

V

Ukamupouliersell

hereby

gives public notice to all
b*'e,‘<*“>'' appointed and
the tru.t of Administratrix ofthe

WILLIAM F. TWITCHELL
County Of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs
she there.
fore requests all persons who are
indebted to the said
deeeased s estate, to make immediate
and
those who have any demauds thereon, puvment
to

,'°r,!I"d'"V

same

MARGARET J. TWITCHELL

Portland, Dec. 2,1862.
J.

D.

*6 w-8w

CHENEY,

melodeon

nov8

!

XTOTICE is hereby given that the annual meeting
PO,{TLAXr> HORTICULTURAL SOr//. / > stands adjourned to 7* o’clock of Monday
Evening, December 22d inst., w hen officers for the
ensuing year will be chosen, and such other busmens
transacted

i

as

may be

legally brought

before it.

S. B.

BECKETT, Secretary.
Portland, December 13,1862.
id
..

INTEND

exhibit
“ 1 Iue
the

for settlement to

ommissicaers.

Horticultural Ifflectiug.

OC25

^P®f‘

Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

vi/:

FAIRBANKS &
U8 Milk Stbket

B. Hall,
Sec’v of State,

demands against said estate. And all
persons are
hereby notified that the meetings of the Commissioners for the above
purposes will be held at the
office of Frederick Fox, 64 Middle
street, Portland
on the last
Saturday of each of the following months,

complete variety of

Lead.10ft

Duty

PATTERNS !
For Ladies, Gentlemen and Boys.
f». 1*. RAIL

Y, 42 Exchange St.

nov20 eodtf

1

■

Free.
own.* IWtC 1

to

Hard.166al 62
Li round.600@660
FroviaioiB.

Ihity

lleef and Pork lc,
Lard, Baron and Hams
2r. Butter and Cheese 4c
V lb.
'h’go Moss Beef* 12 ®14
Portland do.
.12} a 13
P'tl'd ext. do.
14 a 14}
I’ork, extra clear 16}7a 17
Pork, clear.15l@16
Pork, meat*. 18ldl4
small.3@ 3; Pork, extra do
13] d 14}
Pollock.2j a 2? Pork. Prime. 11 dill
Haddock, .1 ;o 1* Hound Hogs.6} dftj
Hake.1 55 a* 1 7b Hams.10ft lie
Herring,Shorepbl .4 (a) 4} L'itv Smok’d Hams.none.
do. Labrador
none,
Froducr.
do. Scaled pbx 83@40c Beef *4 qu'r |> lb 5
@ 7}
do. No. 1.25.0.30 Kggs, |4 do*
18 a 19
Mackerel p bbl.,
I’otatoes, %>bbl.81 42o'l *12
Bay No. 1.flOPgll [ bickeua, Spring.h a 10
Bav No. 2.7J@ 8 La nib.6
® 8
Bay No. 3.6}(a 0 1 urkies. 9 dl2
Shore No. 1 ...10j@ 11 •ieese.9
@19
2.7j a- 7’ ^ cal.. .none.
do. (medium).. A-a 4J Pick Ira, 44 bbl...
,*7}@
8}
do. (small).3,a 3)
Rice.
Frail.
Duty: Cleaned l}c, PadDuty Lemons, Oranges, dy \c 4> lb.
Bananas and Plantains Bice |>
lb.6}@ 74
20 pc ad ral., Almonds
R Bl IBB.
4c. and She/Ud do. 6c p Portland distilled 68
@65c
tb. Xuts and Dates 2c Saleratua.
P tb, Currants, Figs, Saleratus 4) lb.6}@ 7c
Plums, Prunes amt /iniSalt.
sins 6c p lb, CStron 30 Duty In hulk 18c. and in
pc ad ral.
bagh 24c V loo lbs.
Almonds—Jordan p lb.
furk’s Is.,
blid.
Soft Shell.20 (a^ic
(8 bus.).£2 80®3 26
Shelled.26 @3> Liverpool.2 50(a3 00
Currants.15 @ 16 : adiz.nono
Citron.42 (a.45 Sacks Salt. none.
Pea Nuts.$2j a2} Lir'd Butter Salt. .22 (w

box..$2}@

Jbseph

fllHK Estate of Patrick Callan. Jate of
Portland,
J- deceased, having been
represented insolvent,the
Judge of Probate has appointed the undersigned
Commissioners to receive and examine all claims and

2|c

7}

4l
Raisins,
Shot-*>1001bs $9?@10
Blue p cask.15|@16
a
Drop.Sioi
Black.£8 @10 Buck. ll*d
Bunch p box. .400@4 15
Soap.
* Laver..412@4 25 Ihity: 36 f*c ad val.
Dates.7 ia 9o Leathc k <iore’s, TrowPrunes.8i@10Ji bridge fc Smith’s ExFleur—Portland insp.1 tra No. 1|4 ft>... .9\a
9}
Superfine.86@ 6] Family do.81® 8}
Fancy.6]@ 6} £°- 1.7? (d 8
7
No.
Extra.6|@
Kagle
1.6jd 6}
Family.7 @ 7| *tar.64®. 5!

Notice.

SCALES!

—

Hon.

U. 8. Senate,
Hon James G. Blaiue,

or

Starch.
New Klemc.18c@ 22 Ihtty 20 14c ad val.
3
lemons, p
Pearl.6j®
Oranges—Havana.. 2 60 Potato.4 d

REKKRENCKB:

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,

Fa ini
On White Leat! dry
ground in oil and Ked
Lead £2 40 p 100 lbs.
Litharge 2ic, Oxide of
Zinc
P lb, Prussian
lHue, l emiilion. Chrome
Yellow, Venetian Ked 25,
Spanish Hr own dry 20,
in oil 80 pc a*t ral.. Yellow and other OtJtres 60c
p 100 lbs, Paris White
dry 00c, in oil £160,
Whiting 50c p 100 lbs.
P'tl'd Lead, in oil.£10ft
Lewis Lead, "..lOfalOj
Roston Lead, **
9Jft

Duty

Pigs, common_none.

(Office No. 9 State House.)

sale, in every variety, as
Coal and Railroad Scales!

a

Pensions,

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soi'*ve diod w,lile in Ul® service of tbe Uu>

For

With

dying

SETH E. REED?
Augusta, Me.

principle, thoroughtg made, !
are perfectly accurate and

materialg, and
operation.

Hay*

Soldiers

Pensions

Standard.

correct in

or

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in tbe line of
duty.

FAIRBANKS'

They are

Pensions.
is

prepared to obtain from the
THE
United Slates Government, #100Bounty
Mouey,
Back

1‘hotoipraphic Frames.
or
oval—every kind railed for.
CJQUAKE
kJ
beiug manufactured
ourselves,

SCALES.

!

9100 Bounty Money, Back Pay,

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

of the best
durable in

MERRILL.

aug4dly

NEATLY EXECUTED

t

personally attended to
B. D.

—

P bbl.£31ft 3]
P bush.1 2tXfti 26

—

Water

K
Q
+***

Lard Oil.1 05d l 10
Olive Oil.175:d]80
Castor t>il.20fVd210
Neats foot Oil_106ftll2
Ouiona

Flatter.

LA OZ.WJ

PLUMBERS,

Vermont Butter.

Rank and

Litharge.10ft
Red

44

Feathers*
Duty 30 pc <ul rat.
Live Geese P tb. .60 @66
Russia.26 a
Fish.
Duty For 100 lbs foreign
caught
Herring *1.
Mackerel #2, Salmon £3;
and all other pickled in
bids. £1 50 P obi., otherwise 50c p cwt. From
Provinces free.
Cod large p qut..f4@ 4J

I. D. MERRILL Ac CO.,

i

Grand

Krencb Zinc,
..lUftlOJ
Amor. Zinc,
.8(a8J
Rochelle Yellow.. .3 ft 8}
Bug. Veu. Ked_3ft 3]

ad rat.
Duty 30
Raveus.45c S>
Tortlaud, No. 3. .90 ®
No. 10.56®
Navy, S'r, No. 3. 89
No. 10. 66
Tent Duck,
U.S. 10 oz.66 ®

CUpp’i Block. Coepett Street,

OIT. OLD CITY HALI.,

will be

received through Portland
PROPOSALS
P. O., Box 376. until Saturday, Dec. loth, for the

cent,

Portland.

DR. C. H. OSGOOD,

Portland, June 26,1662.

2i

Savauvilla.11®
liypernic.4j(@
Logwood,
Cam|K‘achy.2 @21
St. Domingo.ljia. 2
Extract Logwood. 12]@14

dccl2 d3w

AND

a,

2
6

Agent,
•

ral.. Linseed. Hsmpseed
♦» gal.
4* lb.4 @ 6c and Hope seed 23c p gal.,
Aloes.30 (tt 37 Olire 23c, Saltul 60c,
Arrow Root.17 «g40
/‘aim, Seal and CocoaBorax.28 (@30
nut 10c
gal.
Brimstone (roll)...41 a. 6 Portland Kerosene
Ui-Carb. Soda.6} @61 Illuminat'g Oil 80 (®85c
Sulphur.6 :@ C] Machine.80 ft 82
Sa) Soda.3j g, 4 Clariue.
Camphor.140g 1 50 Sperm Winter.. 1 98ft200
Cream Tartar.... 35 g.55 Whale, ref. Wint 98 ftpiO
do.
Logwood ex.12] a 14
Crude.90 ft92
Alum

Extra

Superior_7fa 81 [ astile.12}® 16
extras.
.Gf@ 7i Crane's.9 @9}
family-71@ 81 Spire*.

Western
1

superior. 7J@ 8J Duty: dinger Boot be,
@ 7} dround dinger 8c, Pepfamily.8 @ 8j: per and Pimento 12c,
Canada super No.l. none.
Cloves 15c, Cassia 10c,
StLouisFav Brands.R @ 9! Cassia Buds 20c, t 'innaSouthern 111. do do.7i@fti
m<m 25c, Mace and NutPetapsco Family. .10@I0] megs 30c !> lb.
Rya Flour... ,4f d: 44 assia |4 lb.46 ®47c
Corn Meal.4 j a. 41 ['love*.33
®36
Buckw’t Fl'r p tb 2c@ 2j [Ginger, (Hace)... .30 ®31
Grain.
Ginger, (Africa) 30 ®31
Duty (’orn and Oats 10c,1 Mace.80 :«90
Bye and Barley 15c. and- Kut meg*.90 a 92
Wheat 2C»c p bn. From Pepper. 26 ®26
Br. Provinces free.
l*imento.22 @24
Rye.95@1 00, Seed*.
Oats.50 @66 Duty: Linseed 16c |> hu
South Yel. Corn. .84 @86 1
Canary SI $4 hu., MusCorn, Mixed.82 @86
tard 3c |> lb.
Barley.80 @85 Herds (Grass,.£2} @2?
Shorts p ton... £22 @23 Western
Clover}. 10c® 11
Fine Feed.25 @27 B*‘d
Top.S3 @ 3j
Griadstones.
Linseed.3d
[ anary.3}® 4
Duty Bough—free.
Rough, p ton... .£17@20
Sugar.
Dressed.30@35 Duty: Melado2c,not\nbore
(■nnpowder.
Xo. 12 2}c, al>ove Xo. 12
Duty Valued at less than and not above lb 3c .above
20c p tb 6c, over 20c 6c. Xo. 16 and not above 20
p tb and 20 pc ad ral. ; 8}c. altove Xo. 20 and refined 4c l> tb.
Blasting.S4A@ 5
Rifle and Sporting 5$@ 7i Portland
A.9}®
do.
Hay.
A A.9} ft
Press’d p net T.£18j@16
do.
Yellow... 79}
Loose.16 'fL 1
Extra Yellow.none.
Ohio extra.7
u

Harmonium

Manufacturer,

1861 MIDI' LE STREET.

C. has received more first
B;~'®
premiums
bM* i,1,trumcuUl ,b»»
»»y other maker iu
UU State
““ TUni”K
p®"°«>-

TV

alf^teWto8

rr°mp,l^d

Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,
JH. Ladies’ Biding Habits, Ac.,

>jtt

Cut, made and trimmed by

A. D. BEEVES,
98

EXCHANGE

Portlind, August 8,1862.

Tailor,
STREET,
dly

HAIR RESTORER
AND

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wiscttset, Damariscotta, Walaoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Bel fast,.at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
novl8
Augusta. Nov. 15, 1802.

LINE.

comfortable route for
New Y'ork
and Maine. Passage 85,00,
Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
ohn.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMWlV & FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B CROMWELL & CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y’ork.
Dec. 6,18 2.
dtf

traveller^Aetween
incltWling

JUNCTION OF

S'uebcc,

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

Mail Line.

Weekly

AND FANCY GOODS.

TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

"PAINTS,

OILS,
DYE-STUFFS,

AND

KEROSENE OIL,
And all other articles

At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

mutn

R*v WM. CUTTER, N Y City: “My hair la changed
to its natural color, and growing on bald spot.''
Rev J. H CORNELL. N Y. City
I procured it
fora relative. The falling of the hair "topped, and
restored it from being grey to it* natural and bean*
tiful color."
Rev J WEST, Brooklyn. LI: "I will testify to
their valne in the m >*t liberal sense. They havn
restored my hair where it was bald, and, where
grey, to it* original color
REV A WEBSTER, Boston, Mass : "I have nsed
them with great effect. I am now neither bald
nor grey.
My hair was dry and brittle; U Is now
soft as In youth
Rev H V. DEOEN, Boston, Maas :
That thay promote the growth of the hair where baldness is, I
have the evidence of my own eyes."

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,

VARNISHES,

Paint establishment.

LARD OIL,

usually kept

in

a

Bold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL 8ALE8 OP PICE,

Drug and

1

Certificates |
^Numerousabovc._^

JO.

K.

Frolioclc,

Nor.mher lrt, lf*a, »o M»y 1st, 1803, the
of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed bet ween October 1st,
1862. and May 1st, 1863.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to bo made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fin* wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they willdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations lire wood can be carried next

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
use a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is u*ed.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bed
embracing a little more
of their excelrenoies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defect*. It is flexible a* hair,'and yet so recuperative a* to bring itself into ptace with great facilito the iuvaJid, the aged and old.
ty. It is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness.
They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

THIS
been in

department,

adapted

TESTIMONIALS

Having introduced the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" into
my house, after trial, 1 prououuce it to be
an
easy and healthy bed. I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottom*, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
We have introduced several of the Justly celebrated "Anderson Spring Bod Bottom" to our
sleeping
apartment*. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any aud all othere w e have ever
used. Our guests
speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
W. D. McLA UGH LIN k SON,
Frauklin House, Bangor, Me.
3Iay 12,1863.

1

am

am

|

pleased

with it.

[F'rom Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson' Spring Bed Bottom, I
as an

can

excellent article.

office.

Muscovado.log

Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.95@S1J Tallow.
Sheep Pelts, Dry\76@l 00 Duty Tallow
Stock 10

delightful
irritation

light,
I

s!

YEA R

pressly for

and

results.
was

In

a

removed;

will he refunded.
BT“BEWARE OF IMITATIONS! None genuine and warranted, unless purchased
of Dr.
M. at his Remeitial Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 28 Union street. Providence. R. I.
IT Tills Specialty embraces all diseases of a private nature, both ot MEN aud WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty yeare’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
0r*</on»ultations by letter or otherwise are strictly confidential.nod medicines will be sent by express.
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
States. Also accoLiiuodations fbr ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and quiet rktrxat, with good
care, until restored to beaitn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousantt dollars are paid to
swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
beneft to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whose
only
recommendation is their own fhlse aud extravagant
assertions, iu
of themselves. If. therefore,
yon would avoid being humbugged, take no man's
word, so nuitter what his pretensions are, but
MAkE INQUIRY
it will cost yon nothing, and
may save you mauy regrets; for. as advertising physicians. in nine cases on. of ten, are bogus, there to
no safety in trusting any
qf them, nuless yon know
who and what thev are.
CF Dr. M. will send krek. br ene’osing one
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DI3EA8E8 OF WOMEN. and on Private Diseases generally, giving flail
information, with the most uudtmbted references anti
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind to deserving of ANT CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
*8^ trders by mail
attended to. Write
vour address plainly, and direct to DR.
MATT180N,
as above.
deed ly

directly

very few days the painful
I could bear the strongest

forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
keep bottle of it always in the house, and if
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, 1 give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be without it for any amount of money. I take occasion to

tickets at this
dswtf

] as

ST*REMEMBER—This medicine is designed exobstinate cases, which all other remedies
of the kind hare failed to cure ; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price

relief.

wont

now

a

say, farther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain iu and over her
eyes and
she has found Poor Richard's Eye Water a sov-

!

ereign specific

in her case, giving her almost instant
liratefal to t.od for the benefit that I have
personally received, I .'annot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like
myself.

relief,

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in
roy
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” and
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
of the kind with which J am acquainted.
A. II. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue,

Farmington.

1 have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the “Anderson
Spring lied Bottoms" for the
last three weeks, and must say it far
surpasses anything 1 had anticipated. My wife, who is leeble. has
had no good rest tor six months til)
occupying one of
these beds. She would not
part with it on auv account.
Ukv. JOHN ALLEN.

For

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fully merits my
expectations, and is fullv up to your high recommendation-. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepiugai artmeuts.

Furnished the mansions of the wealthy and the
dwellings of the lowly,

pleasure

Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

Augusta, April 16,1862.

more

than

twenty-five years has the well known

WALTER

COREY,

PUBLIC HOUSES,

THE

STEAMERS

AND

truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed aud DisEyes. Dim VisioL aud Weak Eyes, Deafness,

Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia. with all kindred diseases. It is passed into

by a small glass tube, which, together with
Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Price 25 cents per Bottle.
the

ear

&

CHEAP

MRS. M.G.
pov 13

dfim

BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch

DR. II. J. BOV\TO>,

St.. Philadelphia.

Electropathic Physician and Surgeon.

DR. HUGHES’
AND NOW,
At the old

Eclectic Medical

stand,

52 and 54

With

Exchange Street,

increased facilities for manufacturing,

good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock,
he

can

furnish the

largest

assortment of

CUSTOM-MADE

WORK,

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
may direct.)

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

DELIVERED TO ANY I-ART OE THE CITY.
SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
UAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH.
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN’S,
THE GENUINE LOBBERY,
Pure mid Free liurninff.

CUMBERLAND

Than

can

found Elsewhere in the State.

be

Purchasers for Pash may rest assured tnat goods
bought at this house will be made perfectly satisfactory iu price and quality.

RKS|T>K(T AND OFFICE

The Best of Extension Tables, Ac.

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

THESE

quality,

Hard and Soft Wood.

F>R

workmanship—made

IMPORTER

Photographic
stock in this

is

department
complete,
OCRprising every article
used in the

Infirmary.

CONSULTATIONS.—I)r. Hughes has
for a number of years confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class
During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, aud iu uo instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
aud there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is iu constant attendance from 8
in the inoruing until 10 at night, at his office•. 5 Ternstreet. C harges moderate, aud a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cures without
dietiujt
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgustiug aud
effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a lew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of tnercurv, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are eutirelv vegetable. and no injurious effect, either
or
locallv. can be caused by usiug them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
* weakness,
generally caused bv bad habits in vouth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eves, etc
terminating in consumption or iusanity if neglected, are speedily aud permanently

PRIVATE

pie

une24dtfw.3t

26. Market

Square.

GOODS,;

CLOCKS, WATCHES

AND

JEWELRY,

STATIONERY, TOYS, fcc.,
29 and 30 Federal and 105 Congrei§ Street»,
A DDI90N W. BANP1ELD

On Hand.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, aud at low rates at
26 Market Squakb

GERMAN,

YANKEE NOTIONS.

com-

MORRISON k CO.,

AND

J. Forristall
June 38.
P

can

cured.

All correspondence strictly confidential aud will
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. It. HUGHES.
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Bo«tt>n.
be found at the aboveplaee.
wly

o

|

□

ASKS OF THE EYE AND EAR.

Electricity

I

j

erysipelas,

-P“Dr. Boynton, having fall instruction from Dr.
Colton for generating and administering the Nitrous Oxide, or Exhilerating Gas, is now
ready to

Quackpry!
EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
from Nervous Debility, Ac., against endangering
their health by
anv of the advertising
quacks. You can fully recover W the methods used
by the Advertiser, aud Iv hundreds of others, and I
IN no OTHER way.
Read a letter which I will send j
you if vou will send mo a postpaid envelope bearing
to
address.
Direct
your
EDWARD II. TRAVER,
ocl6dAw3m
Lock Box, Boston. Mass.

I

administer this (ias to those who mav wish to inhale
it for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Luugs, Ac.
*
nov®
dkw dniT

patronizing

Eclectic Medical

TOWN

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

Inliriuary.

Neatly

especial

Temple Street,

corner

ance.

A

of their

Executed

1

I
attendI
julldawtfS
one

in constant

Promptly

Prei*« Olliee.

DR HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

lady of experience

and

—AT THE—

of

B.—LADIES desiring may consult

own sex.

Order*,

PRINTING,

DR.

their
accommodation.
I)r. Ii.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicine* are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulatiug all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud
certain of producing relief in a short time
I.ADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be takeu
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the countrv with full directions,
No. 6

COUPONS,

AID ALL OTHER KINDS OF

TO THE LADIES.

by addressing

AND

Town loin and

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
5 Temp)** Street, which they will find arranged for

N.

Me*

Dr.
j cate Boynton'* operations and cores on these deliorgan* have been most *ucce**tul, and many of
them of a remarkable character. Dr B. having testfor the past fifteen
I ed the advantages of
years, upon thousand* of patients iu 1‘hiladelphia
: aud other cities of lhe I'uited States, is prepared to
trea1 all diseases of whatever nature with unriralleti
success.
The following are among the diseases which
Dr. B. ha* been etnineutly successful iu
treating
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, diseases of
! the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, diseases of
; the lungs iu all tbeir form*, gravel iu all it* form*,
diseases of uriuary
organ*, diabetes, incontinence of
! the uriue. dropsy, blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
1 scrofulous-ophtnalmia. ulcers of long standing, mer: curial sores, tumor*, scrofala in all it* forms, cancer,
diseases of the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoids. liver complaint, dyspepsia, disease* of the
kidneys, stone, tc., all spinal disease*, curvatures,
hip diseases, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism in all its
forms, deafuess, muscular, contraction, white swelling*. all uterine weaknesses, )eueorrh<ea. flu or albus,
whites, fits. To the above might be added a long list
of disease* which Dr. B. has treated with eiiual success.
All FEMALE COM PLAINTS treated with
success, care and striot attention
D. B. has many testimonials of important recoveries under his treatment, which can Ik* seen bv
calling
on him at his rooms.

Portland.
jull— dA wtfS

QT*Send stamp for Circular.

Portland,

Whef»* he will treat all classes of Diseases
bv application of Electricity mud the most
approved remedies.

delicacy.

1st

Pocket and Table Cutlery.

art.

A

DEALER

A»D

FANCY

Market Square.

Goods A Clinnicals.

■anal.

(Successor to I*. J. Forristall and Mills A Forristall,

ENGLISH, FRENCH

to order bv
MORRISON k CO.,26,

<t.

A. W. BAN FIELD,

SAWYER A WHITNEY.

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
or style desired—latest
patterns and best

10

B.—SHIP FURNITURE made to order.
October 1st, 1662.
ti

deterpay cash.

Oil! Frames.
size

Attended

K.

are

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Whf.
julSltf

Spring Beds, &o.

Uph.latery \V«rk

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

The public are requested to call, as we
mined to give good bargains to those who

Spiral

and

No* 3419 ( oBgreM Street,

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

constitutionally

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
sortmenf of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles,
comprising Rich and
Medium Priced Drawing Room. Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of every description Feather Beds and Mattresses of all kinds, Common
Furniture, Chairs. Looking Glasses. Ac.

COAL

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.

H. H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS. Wholesale

Ageuts.

sickening

COAL

promptly

the

Not of Maine only, but of other States, with articles
of Furniture suited to their various wants.

BY STEAM POWER,

iull7d& w6m

Poor Richard** Eye and Ear Water

Tube* 6 Cent*.

MERCHANT SHIPS,

With

Kent’s Hill.

be famished.

eased

Skowhegan House, Skuwhegaa.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthrop House, Wiuthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Ya—alboro
liallowel) House. Hallowell.
China House. China.
Frankliu House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School Fariiiingtou.
Eaton Boys’ Boardiug School,

might

Is

OF

Having

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors ol the following public
bousesPenobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.

1

FURNITURE HOUSE

AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.

tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be
superior to
anvthiug of the kind now in use.
Waterville, April 12, 1862.
Rkv. E. HAWES.

praise

P. 8. HENSON,
Broad Street Baptist Church.
Resilience 1430 Poplar St., Philiulelphia.
Numerous certificates of a similar character
Pastor of

_

J

1 |>c, Soap
ad vat.

securing

finding

meantime, most providentially, I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of 1*00R RICHARD'S E^ E WATER. 1 had never heard ot it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most

provided with

June 23.

LOT M. MORRILL.

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’’ 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollar* each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Dk. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

money by

can save

of thus

In the

LITTLE, Agent,
Office 81 Exchange Street.

t4t~ You

hope

the

W. D.

1

OVER
BOTTLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, aud without
the least injury to health iu any case,
fcru to pttt up in bottle* of three
different strengths, with Bill directions for using, nod sent by exprea*,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES—Full strength. 810; half strength, 86;
quarter strength, 88 per bottle.

consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
Every momeut of my waking life was embittered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had beeu resorted to without success, and I entertained the
purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in

by

JOSIAH 1KDRUMM0ND.
*

have been tried in vain.

Philadelphia. Oct. 17,1862.
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic iuflammation had been produced, in

ty-Tickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

Portland, July 23,1862.

eheerfuJJy recommend it
Augusta, Aug. 6, 1862.

Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr II.

Niagara Falls.

This road is broad guaok aud is
New and 8plendid Sleeping Cars.

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
using tho ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and

very much

and

FOR FEMALES.
DR. MATTISONS INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, nod proving
effectual after all others have fiulea,
is designed for both tnarried and sinole ladies, and is the very best
thing
known for the purpose, as it will
bring on the monthly sickness in case*
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all other remedies of the,, kind

of this

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

The Great Indian Remedy

Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderfa! in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

BY THE

Street.

[Copyright mar«l.|

Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, 8t. Paul, La Crosse, 8t. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

Middle, corner of Exchange

•eptl6tf

tant to

yet every part of the body is dependent up<>n
| them for life and health.

To

Via

TODD'S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No.74

and

C. J. BRYDCiES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1.1862.
a6dtf

ERIE

IT For sale only at

WATER/

Organs of the human system are more imporhealth and comfort than the Eye and
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more neglected. They seem to pass even common observation,

THROUGH TICKETS
1

THE

T^JO
**■

summer.

:

Commercial House, Portland, June 16,1862.

1

EYE Sr EAR

DYE!

market ha* been flooded for yean with diflferent article* called Hair Dve*. which have nerer
satisfied the expectation* of purchasers. The hr
plcb ultra has been reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contain*
no injurious ingredient*, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for
naing
—which are very *imi»l<—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux 8ofto Hair Dve over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there i* but
one kind to be used, and that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dve ia peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after patting it on. Unlike
nil other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know yon will nse no other after once nsing this.

POOR RICHARD'S

FROM
rates

Under United State* Hotel, Portland.

HAIR

Fin-'W”orm Syrup

Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the
public for the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or PinWonns, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two
years, ana the
fact that it is fast sup rseding all other worm remedies, is the best test of its great merit.
I* affords RELIEF in twenty-four hours, and
an entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always used when phvsic is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. // is purely qf Vegetable
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall h Krmel.218 f.reenwich street; in Boston by GKO. C. tiOODWlN & Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
At retail by H. H. HAY, Portland.
dec6 3m

Notice to Wood nud Lumber Iflerc haute.

GENERAL AGENT.

TODD’S LUX SOLIS

DR. E. O. MOULD'S

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

granted October, 1862.

,

dec 10 cod A w*»m2»>

AMF.RHAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN, AM.1,0 SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Queliec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via
Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United State* mail*, every Friday, at 1 15 P. 31.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday i
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, ThursThird Class, §35. First Class, §77 to *92—according
days and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
to accommodation,—which iucludes tickets on Grand
and Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Trunk Hail wav.
Staee leaves North Jay fur Fast Dixfield. Dixfield,
and
and
retnrn
tickets issue*! at reduced rates.
Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
Prepaid
Excursion tickets tq the World’s Fair, out and
returning opposite days.
back. §186.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kingfield. on Wednesdays and SaturApply to Fslmoustone, Allan k Co.. Montreal,or to
days. returning on .Mondays and Fridays.
J. L. FARMER,
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
and
Phillips.
June 23.1862.
dtf
Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k PortS. W. EATON. Sup’t.
laujj Depots, in Portland.
I armingtou May 6. 1862.
BPST roii THE WEARY.
juue23dtf

Patent

Street, Hew-ToA.

was

On and after Monday, Mav 6, 1862,
OBgKn rain?
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A M.
Leave I^cwiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11 46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

No. f98 Greenwieh

\

S3T State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eod&wtoctl

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

ON r. of the following first-cla*,, powerful Sterner- HIBERNIAN, NORTH

'YwVvwvow^.

Rev C A BUCK BEE.
A»Mtant Trr/uurer Am visa* Bible Union, N. Y. City,
writes: “I very cheerfully add my testimony to
that of numerous friend* to the great value of Mrs.
8. A Allen a World a Hair Restorer and Zylobalsa-

ENGLISH FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERU MEET,

Ac.. Ac,

Ossipee, Newfleld. Parsonstield, Effingham.I reedom„
Madison. Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter. Ac.
nov 13
ALEX’R BAILEY'. Jr.. Sup't.

CoWvwemw

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

Falls, Baldwin, Hiram. Limington, Brownfield,
Fryehurg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Brivlgtou,

MONTREAL

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

FREE AND MIDDLE STS.t

-DEALER IN-

2.00 and 6.15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and ths 9.15 A M. train
into Portlaud, will be freight trains with
passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccaramm daily for South Windham. Windham Centre and Great Kails.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Steep

>

llidri* and Skins.
a 11
do.
in bond.8? a9
Duty 1ft pc ad ral.
Slaughter Hides.. 6A@7ic Havana Brown.
10’ 12
Calf Skins.11 n. 18
do.
White
12?«13}
Calcutta Cow—
New Orleans.Hi® 13}
Slaughtered.. .1 8ftrtf200 (rushed.13t®i4j
Green Salt.1 60(g 175 (Granulated.131® 14}
Dry.120@1 30 Powdered.13?@14

VgK

■_

1

jc

Fustic, Cuba.2*

Justice of the Peace.

with the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will puicbase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

York A Cumberland Railroad.
.plendid and fast Steam.hip“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett, i
and
"PARKERSBURG,” Captain
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Hoffman, will, until further notice,
run as follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESOn and after Monday, November 10,
naggSSHn rains
DAY', and SATURDAY', at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
will leave as follows, until further
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY'
orders:
and SATURDAY’, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.16 A. M. and
These vessels are fitted up with tine accommodations
3.80 P. M
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and

Turpentine

Alcohol..*7 @96
Fluid.1 10 @1 26
Camphene. 2 90 <@
Saltpetre.11 «23
Vitriol.12 ®
|)h m ouiU,
Duty Free.
Bar wood.2j@
Brazil Wood.13 @
Camwood .4J(@ 4}

Goodrich, Secretary.

NATH’L F. DEERING,

Morphine

Ray Chaleur. £2<3 (a29
Madder.17o@18 Shore.24 (a26
<
@94
Linseed.£1 32 a 135
>|>iiwn.99
Rhubarb.2 (*>@225 Roiled.1 3»Val40

Commonwealth of MaBBachnaettB.
Suffolk bb_. Deccmfer 10.1862.
Personally appeared Samuel Gould. Resident, and
Jas J. Goodrich, Secretary- of the above Compauv,
and severally made oath that the above statement,
by them subscribed, is. in their belief, true.
Before me,
William T. Andrews,

Our Style* are unsurpassed.

Ligunrice,

Indigo, Mia, fine. 9D@ 2

Executed in taste to euit the moet feetidioue.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Magnesia

IS THE RE

any^fHiiijt m

w

81 50.

Magnesia.28\a3*’>

GOULD, President.

8AM'L
Jab. J.

nf linxr

y7 f—

II A

Iowsl
Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with tin* Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wiltou and
Farmington.
Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick tor Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wiltou and Farmington; and at Augusta with the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Vassal boro’, Waterville, Kendall's Mills and Skowhegan and at Kendall's Mills

The

Foreign Pig.9

Oil Mol. 11 hd. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassia and k Heads,city. 275ft287
('tores 91, Hgdriodate Sugar do. city.. 2 76ft2 87
do. do. c’try.l26ftl60
potash ~bc,C'antharides.
Mastic, Ipecac, Bhubarb, Country KiffMol.
Oil
lihd. Shooks.. 160a 175
Lemon,
Cardamons,
Anise anti Orange, Io- Slaak.160 a 160
dine 50c, Tofu and ('rude Hoons.£30 ft 32
Camphor Si)c, Betined do. Hack no tack Tim4nc, Tartaric Acid 20c, ber, p tun.10ftl6
>1 olmttet,
Cream Tartar, (Htric
Arid, Shellac, < 'opal, Da- Duty 6c t> gal.
mar and (lums used for Cienftigos.
like purposes li»c, Al<*s. Trinidad.38 @ 40
Verdigris, t'hhrrate of Cuba clayed.33 a85
do.
do. tart
Potash, ('arb.
28a3n
tic, lloraeic Acid, Yelloir do. Muscovado. 35 ft36
Prussiate Potash and New Orleans.
Bed do. 10c.
Portland Syrup, hhds.26
Ora/ic Acid and Sugar
do.
bbls. 28
of Lead 4c. Asphaltum \nils*
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3c. Duty: Cixtlc, Wrought2c,
Sago l$c, Epsom Salts, Assorted 8c p lb.
Lignortce Boot, Bi-( arb.
.460ft4 76
Naval Stores.
Soda, Caustic Soda lc;
Castor Oil 60c 4> gal.. Dufy
Turpentine, Kotin,
92 |> oz.. AlPitch, Tar 20 pc ad vat.,
um 6t)c 4* Ctrl., ( upper as
S.
16c pgal.
60c
Ctrl., Muriatic Ac- Tar(foreign)p bbl.£ 13ft 16
id 10 4>e ad rat., Spmg- Pitch (Coal Tar)..
£4^a
es,
Assafwtida, Isin- Kosin.18 (a20
glass. Elor Sulphur.Sen- Turpentine pgal 280ft2 85
na, Arrowr<*d, dinseng
Oakum.
20 4>c. Bleaching Pow- Duty
Free.
ders 30c V cwt., Sago American.8?ft 91
6oc T ctrt., Sal Soda and
Oil.
Soda Ash
4> tb, ( rude Duty Sperm, Whale and
Brimstone 93 and Boll other Fish Oils of fordo. 96 4> ton, Alcohol 40c
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
ntt,,

n.uMu

.aiuuum loaueu on ronau-rai:

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

SEMI-WEEKLY

••

72,013 63

H.

II.

Onand after Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
1802, passenger trains will leave as fol-

rTff¥.V_!Ir?-i3H

Portland and Sew York Steamers.

Sheet and Pipe.. 10
Lehigh.9 @
Franklin. 9 @
Lime.
Co lee*
Duty: 10 4>c ad val.
cask.. 68 @75c
lb.
5c
Rockland,
p
Duty
Java p lb.33 @34c Lumber—From vard.
St. Domingo.30 @31 Clear Pine, No. l.$38*@
do.
No. 2. 34 @
ltio .32 @ 33
do.
No. 3.. 24 @
Mocha.34 @ 35
do.
No. 4 .14 a
Cordage.
ManilTarred
a 17
Lumber.16
2\c,
Shipping
Duty:
la 24. all other 84 P lb. Spruce.10 @11
American p lb. 13 @14$ Hemlock.8 @10
Russia Hemp.16$ @17 Box Sli’ks, (cash) 60 @*>5c
Manilla.13 @184 Clapb'ds, S ext .$14 a 16
P
30 @32
Boltrope, Russia 16j@17j do.
Mauilla.14 @15 Shingles, Ccd. ext.24@ 3
do.
do.
No.l 2 @ 23
Cement*
do. ext. Pine.3j@ 33
p bbl.81 30@135 o«l.u
U._
J
Drugs and Dyes*
p tty—Oil Pinna- do. Pine.1 25a 1 80
Duty
and
Ked
Oak Staves .30 (a 35
1rum 82. Oil Almonds

87.783 67

MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

STEAMBOATS.

do. heavy.30 @31
do. slaughter. 32 @34
From Hr. Provinc- Anier. Calfskins. 75 @86
es free, other foreign Hi- SI'ter Wax Leath.19 @ 20’
Lead.
tumcnous 81 10, all other kinds tiOc P ton.
Duty Pig lie p lb.
Am. Pig \f 100tb.$9
Cumberl'd p ton. 810@

13. Amount of railroad stocks* State am’t
of each kind, and par value and market value ot each.
None,

KENNFIIEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

llpalS
(gf

Exchange.

MEDICAL.

RTAGE COKIIECTIONB.

Coal—(Retail.)

Whiteash.9 @

RAILROADS.
;

Wood.
London—60 a. 1 44 @147
Hard, retail.97@ 7J Paris.f3 82i@3 90

Duty

#284,576 14

la adaqnate to do any srork demanded in this State

Coke.112@ia

Country.#$@10$

13 965 00
16,432 22

@85e
@
Haloing.45 q,50

fc

heather.
Cheese*
Duty 30 4>c ad vaf.
New York, light. .28 @30c
Duty 4c p tb.
do. md. wta.. .30 @31
Vermont p lb.... 11 @12

186 49

Duty 35 Pe ad val.
Cotton Sail.83
.40
Flax

Tobacco*
VnrniMh.
Du f y: Leave* un man
iifric- Furniture.92 @ 3
ttired 25, all other kind* Coach.3J@ 6
ad val.
35
Dainar.3j n. 4
G's&lO’s best br*ds.70 @75c
XV ool.
do.
medium. .65 @08 Duty- Costing 18c P lb
do.
common. 60 @63
and under 5 Pc, over 18c
half lbs best br’ds.78 (@80
to 24c p lb 3c, over 24c
do. med. good. 65 @70
9c p lb.
do. common. .60 @62 Fleece.45 @55c
Natural Leaf, tbs.91 @ lj Lambs.45 icr53
Fancy, in Foil.li@> 2
Zinc.
Tin.
Duty: In blocks or pigs
Duty: Pig 15c, Plates 2u lie, in sheets 2c p ib,
4>e atl val.
manufactures of 30 pc
Ilanea, cash.43c@ 4*1 ad val.
Straits, cash.40 @42 Pigs and slabs.6i@ 64
lMates-Char. I .C. 912i@ 13 Sheet .Vosslmann.
do.
I.X .15 @16 Sheathing.90

Sperm.32 @35

3.389 25
14,668 37

Soft,
.4J@ 6
Twine.

-42 qj 50
Oolong .07 @80 Hemp
Souchong.60 @55 India. 2U@ 25

Spring.9

Bank,

Lawrence,

Book and

Press to December 17.

Norway.64@

bks.

100
100
100
60
loo
100

ton,

Their Establishment is tarnished with all the af>.
proved modern machinery, and their assortment of

on

Bank. Bo-ton,
100
Bank,Bos-

60o shs Shawmut

Duty 20c l> lb.
Hyson.75c@§l
Young llysou....75 @ 1

4]

118,356 74

102

550 sh« Shoes Leather Deal-

for the

9c
6

Tea it*

An additional duty 4
Hop**.
10 pc is levied on all mer- />uty 6c
lb.
chandise not imported di- First Sort, 1862.. .14 @16
rect from the place qf proI ron.
duction or growth.
Vuty: I'iy ami Stamp $6,
liar not exceeding $60 4>
Ashes*
ton value $17 4* ton, exDuty: 10 pc ad vaf.
Pearl p tb.74® 8j
ceeding $60 4* ton $18,
Pot.7$@ 8$ less than $ inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
Apples*
rounds less than 4 inch
(Jreeu p bbl.$1$@ 1;
Sliced p lb.4$@6$i or more than 4 inches in
Cored P tb. 4$@o
diameter, and squares
U11 cored p lb.2$@ 8j
less than 4 inch or more
than 4 inches square $20,
Bread*
Railroad $12 60, lioiler
Duty 30 pc.
and Plate $26 4* ton,
Pilot p 100 tbs. 854 @ 5]
Sheet 2a2jc 4* ft> and
Ship.44 @
Crackers per bbl.. .3@$ 3]
$8a5 4> ton.
Crackers, p 100 .36 @40c Common.34@ 33
Batter*
Refined .4 a. 4j
Swede.C @ 64
Duty 4c p lb.
7
Family p lb...., ..21 @23c
Store.14 @16 Cast Steel.22 @24
(ierman Steel_14 @16
Beans*
Marrow p bush82 25@25C Euglish|Blis.Steel. 16 @17
Pea.2 26@2 6<j
@ 10
Blue Pod.2 12@2 37 Sheet Iron, Engl 5i@ 6J
Sheet Iron,Russia. 17 @18
Candles*
Duty Sperm and Wax8c, do Rus im’t. .13 @14
Stearine 5c, Tallow 2$c hard.
Barrel, $ fb.10$ @11
p lb.
Mould p lb.13$c@14 Kegs, 4> lb.lOjftHic

Manufacturers’ Insurance Co.,

POWER

.81@
Hough.6A@

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

-OF THK-

STEAM

American refined

THE MARKETS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PRINTING.

PLEASURE

PARTIES.

visiting the Islands, supplied
if h ■!ores at the shortest notice.
JEXCURSIONISTS
w

Order*

soliciud-

ISO Fare Street

near

feet sf Ear ha age.

CALDEKWOOD A BECKETT.
dtf
I'ortluud. June®.

